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PREFACE

This study was sponsored by the Base and Installation Security

System Program Office, Electronic Systems Division, Air Force Systems

Coimmand, Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts, under Military Inter-

departmental Purchase Request No. 770001-6, having the project title,

"Terrain Target Analysis."

Infcrmation was obtained from the following in preparation of this

report:

Base and Installation Security System Program Management Plan,
Jul 1972, Air Force Systems Command, ESD, Hanscom Air Force Base,
Massachusetts; and

System Specification For Base and Installation Security System
(BISS), BISS-PO, Air Force Systems Command, ESD, Sepc. No. A6371h-
6h715 BISS, Code Identification 50464, 1 Nov 1973. Hanscom Air
Force Base, Massachusetts.

This investigation was planned and the report prepared by Dr. Cress.

The project manager was Mr. J. R. Lundien. Personnel making contribu-

tions to this study were Messrs. P. A. Smith and B. T. Helmuth, who con-

ducted the field data colleobion, Messrs. E. A. Baylot and M. D. Flohr,

who generated the synthetic signatures under the general direction of

J. R. Lundien and processed the measured data, and Mr. M. A. Zappi, who

analyzed the geologic, physiographic, and soils information for the data

collection areas.

The work was conducted at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Exper-

iment Station (WES) during the time period March 1976 to August 1977

under the general supervision of Messrs. W. G. Shockley, Chief, Mobility

and Environmental Systems Laboratory, B. 0. Benn, Chief, Environmental

Systems Division (ESD), and Dr. L. E. Link, Chief, Environmental Re-

search Branch (ERB). The ESD and ERB are now part of the recently or-

ganized Environmental Laboratory of which Dr. John Harrison is Chief.

Commander and Director of WES during this work and preparation

of this report was COL J. L. Cannon, CE. Technical Director was

Mr. F. R. Brown.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, METRIC (SI) UNITS TO U. S. CUSTOMARY
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

Metric (SI) units of measurment in this report can be converted to U. S.

customary units as follows:

Multip1- By To Obtain

centimetres 0.3937007 inches

metres 3.280839 feet

grams per cubic centimetre 0.0361273 pounds (mass) per
cubic inch

newtons per cubic metre 0.0063659 pounds (force) per
cubic foot

microbars 0.002089 pounds (force) per
square foot

metres per second 3.280839 feet per second

kilometres per hour 0.6213711 miles (U. S. statute)
per hour

Celsius degrees 1.8 Fahrenheit degrees4

To obtain Fahrenheit (F) temperature readings from Celsius (C)

readings, use the following formula: F - 1.8(C) + 32.
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TERRAIN CONSIDERATIONS AND DATA BASE DEVELOP MENT FOR THE DESIGN AND

TESTING OF DEVICES TO DETECT INTRUDER-IND CED CROUND MOTION

PART 1: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. The concern of management for the protection of military facil-

ities and materiel has led to increased emphasis on the development of

security systems. The reliability of security systems is controlled

largely by the performance of the hardware used, particularly the sen-

sors used to detect the presence of intruders. Such sensors must be

capable of operating in a variety of environmental conditions, have an

acceptably low false or nuisance alarm rate, and have a long operational

life with minimal maintenance. The Project Manager, Base and Installa-

tion Security System (BISS), as part of his responsibility for the de-

velopment of integrated security systems has undertaken the task of de-

veloping new sensors and improving the deployment and operation of

existing sensors.

2. Sensors for intruder detection normally make use of seismic,

acoustic, or electromagnetic energy forms. This report addresses fac-

tors affecting the performance of seismic sensors.

3. Sensors relying on seismic energy are generally of two types:

point sensors and line sensors. Point sensors are normally considered

for use in detecting the presence of intruders in a small area having

dimensions on the order of 50 m or less (i.e. having a radius on the

order of 25 in). Buried line sensors are used for c~ontinuous perimeter

protection for which the length of the perimeter may be as long as

several kilometres. A buried line senior, referred to as the MILES

(Magnetic Intrusion Line Sensor), has already proven to be a key elementI
in the protection of Air Force insta~llations in the U. S. and overseas.

4~. Despite the successes of point and line sensors In detecting

the presence of intruders, both types have been subject to false alarms



caused by: background noise (both seismically and electromagnetically

induced), nuisance alarms (due to animals or other signal scarces in the

protection zone of the sensor), and variations in intruder-detection per-

formance in different environmental conditions.l12 Sensors can be ex-

pected to work well only in seismic and background noise environments

similar to those used to establish their design and deployment criteria.

The designer and subsequent evaluator of a particular sens.jr system

needs to know the relationship of the environments (referred to as ter-

rains) used f,.r design or testing to those that occur worldwide. In

order to compare terrains, properties that significantly affect the seis-

mic response of respective terrains must be measured and techniques

originated for describing the sensitivity of seisnic response to changes

in measured properties. Because of the sensitivity of sensor perfor-

mance to environmental factors, the Waterways Experiment Station (WES)

performed the work reported herein to provide information concerning the

seismic signature characteristics of intruder-type targets in worldwide

environments.

5. WES has previously developed procedures for predicting seismic

response to intruder-type sources using quantitative terrain parameters

such as seismic compression- and shear-wave velocities, and surface
3,4roughness and rigidity. In addition, techniques for measuring rele-

vant properties (compression- and shear-wave velocities, surface rigid-

ity, etc.) have also been developed or adapted, as necessary, to provide5,6
comprehensive documentation of terrain properties.

Purpose

6. The purpose of this study was to develop a readily accessible

body of information thLt defines the range of intruder signal character-

istics within which seismic sensors must operate. Principal products

desired from this study were:

a. A data base of seismic signatures (recorded on magnetic
tape) that contain representation of the range of target
types, travel modes, terrains, and background noise
sources that can realistically be expected to occur for

.7



base and installation environments and in ope~rationalI
scenGridac o seno.e r n vautr o sn h

data base.

To be useful to the sensor design and evaluation community, this study

should: address the problem of' describing the range in variation in

terrain conditions to be encountered worldwide, provide an approach for

relating one terrain to another, provide a description of the character-

istics of seismic signatures of intruders for a range if terrains ap-

proaching the range in terrains occurring worldwide, and provide infor-

mation concerning seismic background noise that may mask the seismic

signatures of intruders, particularly in background noise enviroviments

that occur on military installations and in a.rban and highly-

industrialized areas.

Description of Study

7. To address the objectives of this study, both an experimental

and a theoretical approach were taken. The experimental approach con-

sisted of collecting and analyzing the signatures of intruders and back-

ground noise sources in a wide range of terrain conditions. The theo-

retical approach consisted of applying mathematical models of the seis-

mic signature generation and propagation phenomena in order to extend

the data base of seismic signatures to include terrain conditions not

represented in the data collection portion of the work. Mathematical

models were also used to evaluate site documentation procedures and to

estimate the frequency of occurrence of groups of terrains for which

similar signature characteristics can be expected to occur.



PART II: DATA COLLECTION

Introduction

8. The data collection variables identified for the measured sig-

nature collection portion of this study were as follows: target type,

target travel mode, target-to-sensor distance, %nd site condition (ter-

rain and background noise condition). The target type, target travel

mode, and target-to-sensor distances were specified in a signature col-

lection plan. The terrain properties to be measured for characterizing

the terrain conditions were identified in a site documentation plan.

Sites were selected to provide signature data in a wide range of terrain

and background conditions. Site documentation and signature data were

then obtained at the selected sites.

Signature Collection Plan

Rationale

9. A signature collection plan that explicitly specified the tar-

gets, travel modes, travel paths, and sensor configuration was developed

prior to the data collection. The rationale for the design of the signa-

ture collection plan was based on the following: the definition of the

threat con:'ronting Department of Defense (DOD) assets and installations

as outlined in the System Specification for Base and Installation Secu-

rity, past experience of WES personnel in analyzing the factors affect-

ing the performance of devices designed to detect and classify intruder-

type targets, and conversations with Base and Installation Security

System (BISS) personnel cognizant of the physical constraints and back-

ground noise common around high-value military assets. The signature

collection plan consisted of the test plan and the test layout. The

test plan specified individual targets, combinations of targets, and

target travel modes. The test layout specified target paths, sensor

types, their orientation, and their spatial distribution.

10. Major considerations in developing the signature collection

plan were:

9



a. The threat to DOD assets and installations is identified
as an individual, or group of individuals, who penetrate,
or attempt to penetrate, a secured or protected boundary
on foot and in an upright, crouched or prone position at
speeds between those of a slow crawl and a fast run, by
swimming, or by mesans of conveyance such as a boat,
wheeled vehicle, etc.

b. Intruder-type targets against which ground motion sensing
devices can be expected to be effective are ground targets
(personnel, wheeled and tracked vehicles, etc.). Signa-
tures of other type targets such as aircraft and water-
borne craft were collected but regarded as background
noise sources.

c. Emphasis was placed on the intruder-type target and travel
modes generally most difficult to detect, such as those of
intruders engaged in a stealthy walk, or creep.

d. It was desired that vertical and horizontal components of
ground motion be measured to provide data for analyzing
the response of point sensors that employ vertical sensing
geophones, and line sensors that may be sensitive to the
vertical component of ground motion, the horizontal compo-
nent, or both.

e. Measure; of the spatial rate of change of signature proper-
ties were desired to provide data for evaluating sensor
designs that make use of the spatial rate of change of the
signatu'e to suppress background noise from distance
sourc.r.

f. The direction of incidence of seismic energy to the signa-
ture collection site should be measured in anticipation of
the development of techniques for spatial detection or
classification algorithms.

•. The acoustic energy component should be measured in antici-
pation of the development of techniques for removing
acoustically induced signature components from those seis-
mic signature components arising from forces applied to
the ground surface, presumably by an intruder-type target.

h. During portions of the data collection, target-to-sensor
distances should be less than 25 m and 5 m or less to
evaluate point sensor deployment and line sensor deploy-
ment criteria, respectively.

i. Secure areas are cosmmonly surrounded by roads 8-10 m out-
side the perimeter and, particularly overseas, these roads
may be accessible to both civilian and military traffic.
For point sensor applications, any target identified as
personnel or that is capable of conveying personnel within

10



approximately 25 m can be regarded as an intruder. How-
ever, for line sensors, traffic at distances on the order
of 8 to 10 m from the perimeter are considered background
noise. Therefore, target paths for background noise
should be initiated at diqtances well beyond 25 ut and
transect within 8 to 10 m from the sensors. An essential
consideration in the treatment of background noise is the
fact that intruders must be detected during the presence

of background noise sources. Therefore, it was consid-
ered important that, for selected tests, targets be
within the 5 m distance specified for line sensors (and
therefore be classified as intruders) at the same time
that background noise sources were moving along a path on
the order of 8 to 10 m from the sensors.

11. Considerations a, b, and c were used as a basis for defining

the targets and travel modes to be represented in the field data collec-

tion. Considerations d, e, and f were used to identify the orientation

and spatial distribution of the seismic sensors and can be addressed by

using three or more geophones placed in a nonlinear manner to for-m a
7

polygonal array. A microphone was used to obtain the acoustic energy

component required in E. Considerations h and i were used as a basis

for specifying target paths and target mixes in which one target gener-

ated background noise while another target moved through the detection

zone of point and line sensors.

Field data collection

12. Test layout. A typical test layout for the data collection

is presented on Figure 1. The vertical and two horizontal components

of intruder and background noise signatures were sensed by the triaxial

geophone at Gl. Vertical sensing geophones at G2 and G3 were used to

complete the nonlinear array. These sensors were placed 6 to 8 cm be-

neath the surface. The microphone was placed inside the triangular

area defined by the three geophones. The spatial separation of G2 and

G3 from Gl was 2 m. The vehicle path was offset 8 i. from Gi. The per-

sonnel path is outlined by the control points A, B, C, and D. That por-

tion of the path C to A to D is perpendicular to the vehicle path. The

semi-circular path defined by the path segment A to B to 0 was used to

provide data for estimating the range in variation in personnel signa-

ture for a fixed distance from target to sensor.



13. Test plan. The test plan for BISS data collection specified

the target types, target mixes, target travel modes, and target paths

for signature recording. To address the background noise requirements,

tests were conducted in which several targets were moving simultaneously

so that one target, referred to as the secondary target, gencrated back-

ground noise for the purpose of masking the signature of a primary tar-

get. During such multiple target tests it was necessary to specify the

relative positions of the targets involved. A typical test plan for the

BISS signature collection is presented in Table 1. Constraints on vehi-.

cle and personnel paths due to the location of security fences, protcc-

tior, of vegetation, etc., resulied in some deviation from the typical

test plan. These deviations are noted in the field data logs as de-

scribed in paragraph 4 of Appendix A, Description of Instrumentation nmd

Recorded Data. The tests were sequenced to minimize changes in gain

settings on the instrumentaticn during the conduct of the tests. The

target paths are keyed to the test. layout (Figure 1).

Site Documentation Plan

Rationale

14. Any sensor system will be subject to degradations in perfor-

mance in some undesirable environmental conditions. Environmental

factors adversely affecting performance of the sensors must be consid-

ered in order to rationally address such areas as:

a. Compaprisons between the performances of new sensors and
signal processors with previous designs. (Does the new
design offer improvement in isolated environments or in
a general class of environments? If in a general class
of environments, how can they be defined and documented?)

b. Establishing deplcymtnt criteria. (Should the Miles
Cable be buried at 20 cm depths in some soils and 30 cm
depths in others? Can specifications be made for de-
fining optimum compaction conditions around line sensors.)

c,, Definition of areas unsuitable for the depInyment of
seismic sensors. (Suppose, based on BISS experience, a
particular sensor continually has a high fals-- alarm
rate in sites located on deep alluvial soils and other

12



sites located near coastal marshes--are there fundamen-
tal properties common to the seismic characteristics of
the troublesome sites?) I

15. The goal of site documentation is to measure the properties

of the environment that affect the generation and propagation of the

signatures of both seismic and acoustic signatures. Seismic signatures

are normally more sensitive to environmental variations from site to

site than acoustic signatures. Because of this and the fact that the

purpose of this study supports the operation of seismic sensors, the

emphasis in site documentation was placed on the measurement of those

properties known to significantly affect the generation and propagation

of seismic signatures. Appendix B presents a theoretical discussion of

the generation and propagation of seismic signatures and reviews the

properties affecting such phenomena. These properties are:

a. Bulk properties (compression-wave velocity, shear-wave
velocity, bulk density, soil moisture, soil strength, and
depths-to-interfaces of media having significantly dif-
ferent bulk properties).

b. Ground-surface rigidity.

c. Surface roughness.

16. Measurements used by WES for site documentation6 are summa-

rized below:

Measurement

Compression wave velocity

Shear wave velocity

Bulk density

Soil moisture

Cone index

Plate-load

Surface elevations

Measurements

17. Two categories of measurements used for documenting terrain
conditions in terms that can be related to seismic response of an area

were- those for documentation of surface and near-surface terrain

13



factors (restricted to a metre or less from the surface), and those for

documenting subsurface terrain factors (primarily seismic velocities and

layering). Supplemental site diescriptive data such as geologic, physio-

graphic, and meteorologic data were also collected. A brief description

of the surface and near-surface measurements and the subsurface measure-

ments follows. More detailed descriptions of these measurements and

supplementa?1 site descriptive data are presented in Appendix C and

Reference 6.
18. Surface and near-surface terrain factors. Surface geomet:-.,

I.e., surface profile along the intruder p.tth, was measured using con-

ventional ground profile (leveling) techniques. Level rod readings

were taken with a theodolite. One of the most convenient methods of

measuring soil strength was the cone penetrometer (Appendix C). Such

readings were taken at depths of 0, 15, and 30.cm. Soil-moisture and

density measurements were taken at the same depths as the cone penetrom-

eter readings (0, 15, and 30 cm).

19. Ground surface rigidity was measured using a plate-load test,

I.e., a metal plate was pressed against the ground surface with a known

force and the resulting deflection of the surface was measured. The

dimensions of the plate were selected to be representative of the sur-

face contact area of an intruder. Because of the emphasis of this study

on the personnel travel modes-.-creep, crawl, walk, and run--plate load

tests were taken using a plate having dimensions on the order of those

of a man's foot (7.5 cm by 30.1 cm). Surface ridigity, as measured by

plate-load tests, was sufficiently described by two parameters that de-

pend on whether the soil has a compaction or a plastic nature (Ap-

pendix C). For soils that tend to compact, the relevant two parameters

are the surface spring constant (K ) and the maximum soil deflectionsc
(Z )under the plate as estimated by the asymptotic limit of the force-max
deflection curve for large forces. For plastic conditions, two similar

parameters are derived from the force-deflection curve, K and F
sp max

20 usraefactors.wr baie sn seismi rforadcuiontatid vibratoryrtechnqes

20 usraefactors.wr baie sn Datami rforacdomntatdionatofy subsurfaces

for obtainin~g the compression- or shear-wave velocities and thicknesses
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of layers. The latter method of' obtaining shear-wave velocity relies on

measurement of the Rayleigh-wave velocity generated by a vibrator, and

mekes use of' the fact thut the Rayleigh- and shear-wave velocities are,

theoretically, very nearly the same. Refraction and vibratory tech-

niq~ues are discussed more fully in Appendix C and References 5, 6.
and 8.

Selection of Data Collection Sites

Rationale

21. To obtain the de'sired data, the sites selected for signature

acquisition must be representative of the range of terrain conditions

that can be expected to occur a reasonable percentage of the time. Fur-

thermore, such sites must contain a reasonable range of ambient back-

ground noise sources. However, to attempt to define and collect back-

ground noise data that could be considered representative of those

occurring worldwide would be impra~ctical. Signatures of background

noise sources cannot be separated from the terrain environments in which

they occur because -their signature characteristics are affected by the

terrain. However, for purposes of organization, terrain and background

noise considerations are discussed separately.

22. Terrain considerations. Properties affecting the generation

and propagation of seismic signatures were identified in paragraph 15.

Of the listed measurements, th'ý compression-wave velocity was considered

to be the most important measurement for purposes of site selection.

The reasons for stressing the compression-wave velocity for site selec-

tion are:

a. The signature characteristics of intruders are very sen-
sitive to the compression-wave velocity near the surface
and to depths as great as 10 m. The sensitivity of the
signature characteristics to the compression-wave velocity
is conveyed through the correlation of the compression-
wave velocity with the shear-wave velocity because it isI
the shear strength of the medium (hence shear-wave veloc-
ity) that largely controls the frequency and amplitude

content of the seismic signature of intruders.

15



b. A number of compression-wave vetlocity measurements have
been obtained throughout the United States and selected
foreign countries so that the range in variation in
compression-wave velocity in worldwide terrains can be
reasonably inferred.

c. The compression-wave velocities for depths exceeding one
metre are relativel.y stable over time for most site condi-
tions. Therefore, site selection based on compression-
wave velocities does not have a strong dependence on the
immediate meteorological history of a site, Of the listed
terrain measurements (paragraph 15), the compression- and
shear-wave velocities are generally more relatable to a
geographic location than the other measurements. Ground-
surface rigidity depends strongly on soil moisture, hence
mettorological history. Surface roughness, as it affects
the generation of seismic signatures, can be regarded as
relatively independent of the geographic location of a
site.

23. Terrain data consisting of seismic refraction, seismic vibra-

tion, and soils information were assembled from past data collection

efforts at WES and are presented in Appendix D. The locations of seis-

mic refraction measurements throughout the U. S. and selected foreign

countries are identified in Figure 2. Examination of the top-layer

compression wave velocity values (near the surface) in Appendix D shows

that they range from 92 in/sec (West Germany, Hessen, site i405 ) to

3600 in/sec (Alaska, Fairbanks, site 2, refraction line 4). Shear-wave

velocities undergo a proportionate range in variation. The range of

top- and second-layer compression wave velocities for the terrain data

in Appendix D can be summarized by plotting the top-layer compression

wave velocity against the second-layer compression wave velocity. Such

a plot, is presented in Figure 3 based on data in Appendix D. Not all4

top- and second-layer velocity conditions in Appendix D are presented in

Figure 3. If more than two refraction lines were obtained at a partic-

ular site (such as Alaska, Fairbanks, Tank Trail--Appendix D), only

those values of top- and second-layer velocity which represent extremes

in the top-layer velocities among the refraction lines obtained at the

particular site are plotted in Figure 3 (each site is identified as a

distinct entry in Appendix D under the column heading Site Identifica-

tion). For example, five refraction lines were obtained at Alaska,
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Fairbanks, Tank Trail. The maximum and minimum top-layer velocities

among the five refraction lines occur for refraction line number 5

(2600 m/sec) and refraction line numbers 2 and 3 (both being 750 m/sec).A

Therefore, the top- and second-layer velocities were plotted in Figure

3 for refraction lines numbers 2 and 5 only. The objective of the ter-

rain considerations for site selection was to select those sites that

the measured compression-wave velocities for the selected sites ap-

proached the range in variation of the top- and second-layer velocities

presented in Figure 3.

24.. From the point of view of identifying data collection sites

that span a wide range in compression-wave velocities, it was desirable

to have some idea of the range of compression-wave velocitiee and layer

depths throughout the United States (since only areas in the continental

U. S. were considered for site selection). It was therefore necessary

to devise an efficient approach for estimating the compression-wave

velocity of terrains based on available information from topographic

maps, aerial photography, geologic maps, soils maps, etc. To accomplish

this, correlations were made between terrain types and soils information,

and the compression-wave velocities, based on past exporience of WES
personnel in the selection of seismic data acquisition areas. Because

of the nature of the information, these correlations had to be very

general. The interrelationship between terrain type, predominant ..p-

layer soil characteristics, and the range of compression-wave velocities

are shown in Table 2. The soil characteristics assoc~ited with the

specific terrain types (e.g. low plains, etc.) are representative of the

most prevalent conditions commonly found in such types although excep-

tions occur. For example, in certain physiographic conditions, exposed

bedrock areas occur in low plains; however, this is certainly not a prey-

alent condition. Soil characteristics described in Table 2 are related

to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) textural
classification.

25. Because of the raige in compression-wave velocities that can

occur for the terrain type and predominant top-layer soils characteris-

tics in Table 2, the final selection of sites, that would successfully
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address the terrain considerations, had to be based on measured

compression-wave velocities in the selected areas.

26. Background noise considerations. The amount and kinds (types)

of background noise sources in an area are the result of the natural

conditions or features (meteorological conditions, drainage system, vege-

tation cover, etc.) found in the area and its cultural features and

level of development (the number and classes of roads, degree of urban-

ization, agricultural practices, etc.). From a statistical point of

view, it would be highly desirable to obtain characteristic background

noise signatures and mixes of signatures in all worldwide environments

of significant areal extent. From a time and cost point of view, this

was not practical for this study and emphasis was placed on obtaining

background noise data at siles having gross differences in natural and

cultural conditions that could be considered to be representative of

their range of variation in most Army, Air Force, and Navy installations.

27. The selection of sites for the collection of background noi-e

field data was based on the follcwing considerations:

a. The sites selected should be representative of background
noise environments foUIA. in Army, Air Force, and Navy in-
stallations. Sites should be located near such military-
related background noise sources as airports, housing
areas, and training and cantonment areas.

b. Some of the data collection sites should be located in or
near highly developed nonmilitary cultural areas (urban
and industrial) adjacent to military installations.

c. Field data should be collected in areas and environmental
cu ditions there background noise is known to cause false
alorms or riesking of intruider signatures for presently
deployed r. ismic sensors.

d. Background noise data should be obtained in natural envi-
ronments on or near military installations, especially at
suich times when rain, wind, and other sporadic meteorolog-
ical conditions are contributing factors.

28. Specific backgr'u.Ad noise problem areas for intruder sensing

devices (i.c. oLddresstng c above) were identified through personal con-

tacts with security personnel at military installations, and through

discussi, ns with BIBS personnel well versed in the deployment and opera-

tion of intruder-detection sensors. The potential background noise
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sources at a site are, at best, difficult to identity. However, recent

aerial photographs and topographic maps provide a means of identifying

the most obvious sources. Because of ease in interpreting particular

sources from aerial photograph and topographic maps, the list of sources

identified in Table 3 was used to distinguish levels of cultural devel-

opment and available natural background noise sources.

Area and Site Selection

29. The terrain and background noise considerations in the pre-

vious section establish a set of very general criteria for site selec-

tion that can be satisfied by a number of areas throughout the United

States. The most restrictive consideration was that data be collected

where background noise is known to contributo to unsatisfactory perform-

ance of presently deployed systems. In view of this flexibility in the

selection of data collection areas, a preliminary list of military in-

stallations was identified for which BISS personnel and supporting per-

sonnel at Sandia Laboratories wanted to obtain security-related infor-

mation. These installations were:

Malmstrom AFB
Great Falls, Montana

March AFB

Riverside, California

U. S. Naval Weapons Station
Concord, California

U. S. Naval Weapons Station
Seal Beach, California

Sierra Army Depot
Herlong, California

Seneca Army Depot
Seneca, New Yorx

30. Two more installations were added to the preliminary list for

consideration. The first of these was Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, which

was included because background noise was known to cause false alarms

there for the presently deployed seismic sensor system. The other
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installation was Fort Hood, Texas, which was included because it was

known from previous WES studies to contain sites having a range of dif-

ferent terrain conditions.

31. Based on the terrain and background noise considerations, four

military installations were selected for data collection. The foar in-

stallations, the terrain types (Table 2), predominant background noise

source classer, and some potential background noise sources interpreted

from topographic maps and aerial photography are summarized in Table 4.

Two of the installations are located in low plains, U. S. Naval Weapons

Station, Seal Beach, California, and Barksdale APB, Louisiana. One area

is located in high plains, Fort Hood, Texas, and one is located in hills

and mountains, March AFB, California. The range in potential background

noise sources is considerable. U. S. Naval Weapon Station, Seal Beach,

Cnlif~rnia, is surrounded by considerable industrial and other cultural

activity. Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, and March AFB, California, have a

mixture of cultural and natural background noise activity with know,

background noise problems. Fort Hood, Texas, is in a low population

density area and is dominated by natural and military-induced background

noise sources.

32. The terrain and background noise considerations were incorpo-

rated into the final selection of sites (paragraph 25) in the following

manner:

a. A preliminary set of sites was selected at each of the
installations based on the availability of near-by back-
ground noise sources (within 100 m), the soil types in
the area, access, and space available for implementing
the field data collection plan.

b. Compression-wave velocities were measured using seismic
refraction equipment at the sites selected in a. Two to
four sites were selected at each installation based on the
goal of obtaining a range in the compression-wave veloc-
ities and the proximity of ambient background noise
sources.

33. The selected sites and their respective compression-wave veloc-

ities and layer thicknesses are summarized in Table 5. The top-layer

velocities are plotted against the second-layer compression wave veloc-

itles for the selected sites in Figure 4. Comparison of the
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compress 4 oa-wave velo,.'6ies in Figure 4 with those of F, 're 3 shc,'s

that the top- and second-layiL' 3 on wave velocities for tha se-

lected sites cover a I-road rnrage of compression-wave velocities but do

not span the range for' the assembled terrain data, particularly for the

higher compression--wave velocities. Higher compression-wave velocities

occur in very rigid terrain conditions, often found in mountainous areas.

The difficulty of selecting a set of data collection sites that encom-

passed the range oI' variation in the assembled terrain data points out

the importance of applying analytical procedures, such as simulation

models, to extend the data base to conditions not represented in the
3,4

data collection program. The selected installations and data collec-

tion sites are discussed in the following paragraphs. More detailed

descriptions are presented in Appendix E.

34. Barksdale AFB. near Shreveport, Louisiana. The reservation

is located in the western Gulf Coastal Plain. The principal reason for

selecting this installation was the fact that this is a locality where

false alarm problems have developed with presently deployed intruder

sensing devices. The boundaries of the reservation encompass three dis-

tinct physiographic units, i.e., the Red River alluvial plain, Pleist-

ocene stream terraces, and Tertiary upland of the western Gulf Coastal

Plain. Three sites, one in each distinct physiographic unit, were used

in the field data collection program. Site I-A is located in the Red

River alluvial plain, site 5 is on a dissected Pleistocene stream ter-

race, and site 7 is on a gently sloping Tertiary upland. Predominant

top-layer soils for all three sites consist of poorly compacted sedi-

ments (Table 2). Cultural background noise sources predominate in the

western sector of the reservation (near site 1-A). Natural background

noise sources are predominant in the eastern sector (near sites 5 and 7).

35. Fort Hood Military Reservation, located in east-central Texasý

The reservation is located on a partly dissected, structural high plain,

the Lampasas Cut Plain, which is underlain mainly by carbonate (lime-

stone) rocks and which contains remnants of an old plateau. Three sites

were selected for the fteld data collection effort. Site 5-A is located

on a partially dissected plain developed on a nodular and marly
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limestone. Top-layer soils are loose residual soils containing frag-

mented rock material (Table 2). Site 8-A is located on hi~rh, flat hill,

(tableland) developed on a Lower Cretaceous limestone sequence. Top-

layr silsare weathered and fractured rock. Site 9 i.j on the alluvial

plain of North Nolan Creek. Top-layer soils are poorly compacted. Nat-

ural background noise sources, intermittently muodified by military train-

ing activities, predominate in the vicinity of all three sites.

36. March AFB, near Riverside, Californi&. The reservation is.

located in the "Perris Plain," a down-faulted block (graben) between the

San Jacinto and Santa Ana Mountains. The graben is covered by a deep

(395+ m) and irregular alluvial fill which is interspersed with hills

and low mountains. Two sites were selected for field data collection.

Site 1 is located at the southeast end of the main runway on the allu-

vial fill and top-layer soils are poorly compacted. Site 2 is on a hill

which is underlair by tonalite (quartz diorite). Top-layer soils are

loose residual soils containing fragmented rock material. Cultural

background noise sources are due to moderate development, primarily air

traffic and suburban type sources at these two sites.

37. U. S. Naval Weapons Station. Seal Beach. California. The res-

ervation is located on an emerging coastal plain which has been modified

by alluvial deposits of the San Gabriel River, by large-scale faulting,

and by landfills. The Seal Beach Fault, part of the Inglewood Fault

Zone system, traverses the reservation NW-SE almost parallel to the

Pacific Coast Highway and across the southwestern sector of the reserv-a-

tion. South of Westminster Avenue, the terrain is characterized by a

tidal masrsh and reclaimed lands. Landing Hill, on the west boundary, is

a faulted, nonmarine Quaternary terrace deposit. North of Westminster

Avenue, the coastal plain has been modified by alluvial deposits of the
San Gabriel River. Four sites were selected for 'field data collection.

Site 1 is located along a road in the tidal marsh. Site 2 is on a land-

filled area. Site 3 is also on a reclaimed (landfill) area. Site 14 is

on the coastal plain modified by alluvial deposits of the San Gabriel

River. All four sites have top-layer soils that are poorly compacted

sediments. Cultural background noise sources predominate at all four

sites.
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Data Acquisition

Site documentation measurements

38. The measurements listed in paragraph 16 were organized into

surface and near-surface measurements and subsurface measurements. Meas-

urements on the surface consist of surface geometry and plate load tests.

In general the surf'ace geometry at each of the sites was visually flat

with the vertical relief having the texture of grass clumps or gravel-

sized rocl-s. The surface geometry profiles for the personnel and vehi-

cle paths for each of the sites are retained at WES in the original data

files. Each of the sites for which plate-load data were obtained had

soils that compacted. Therefore, the descriptLive param~eters K and
sc

Zmx(Appendix B, paragraph 6) were interpreted from the measured data.
Near-surface measurements consisted of bulk density, soil moisture, and

cone index. The surface and near-surface measurements are presented in

Table 6. Plate-load measurements were not- obtained at Seal Beach Naval

Weapons Station and March AFB because of equipment operation problems.

However, failure to obtain these measurements was not regarded as very

significant because analysis of the signature data and plate-load param-

eter-s (K and Z )showed that there is not a strong correlation be-
sc max

tween these parameters and the seismic response of the terrain. This is
particularly true for surface conditi~ons which are sufficiently rigid

that the intruder does not leave a noticeable rutting depth, or foot-

print (paragraph 814). The subsurface measurements are presented in

Table 7.

Signature acquisition

39. The intruder signature data and background noise data were

collected and stored on magnetic tape. An index of the signature data

is presented in Appendix F. In Table Fl, the data are organized to pro-

vide analog tape and test niunbers as a function of installation, site,

target type, trave.. mode, and sensor type. A total of 507 tests were

recorded during data collection. Background noise sources explicitly

noted during the test are also sunmmarized. Personnel speeds varied

among individuals, but measured ranges for the various travel modes
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for all the tests are tabulated below:

Travel Mode Range of Speeds, m/sec

Creeping 0.20-0.40

Crawling 0.50-1.0

Walking 1.20-1.6

Running 3.50-5.0

More precise estimates of speed can be derived for each test by tracing

the location of the primary target as a function of time using the i me-

location markers recorded on the event channel of the data tape (Appen-

dix A, Figure Al).

40. The data recording system consisted of a Lockheed Electronic

Corporation Model 4107 7-channel tape recorder which can record in the

direct and frequency modulated (FM) mode. All signatures were recorded

at tape speeds of 1-7/8 in./sec.* For direct recording, the frequency

response of the recorder for a tape speed of 1-7.8 in./sec covered the

frequency range from 100 Hz to 6000 Hz. For FM recording, the frequency

response of the recorder for a tape speed of 1-7/8 in./sec was 0 to

625 Hz. Since most seismic information is below 600 Hz, because of the

limits on geophone response and the large attenuation of the propagating

seismic signal for frequencies in the hundreds of Hz, the FM recording

of geophone signals is acceptable. However, some acoustic signatures

were recorded directly, particularly background noise signatures of air-

craft, because such acoustic signatures contain substantial energy with

frequencies in the thousands of Hz. A more detailed description of the

instrumentation, data collection procedures, and field data logs is pre-

sented in Appendix A.

41. All measured intruder-signature data were duplicated and pro-

vided to the BISS program office. The data were duplicated onto 14-

track 1 in.-tape at 1-7/8 in./sec. The recording and duplicating were

done using the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) standard with

an FM center frequency of 3.375 KHz and with 40 percent deviation on the

* A table of factors for converting metric (SI) units of measurement

to U. S. customary units is presented on page 5.
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tape representing 1.441i zero to peak volts. As for the Lockheed re-j

corded data, the FM data on the duplicated tapes was band limited be-

tween 0 and 625 Hz. The 7 channels of signature data recorded on the

Lockheed recorder were duplicated onto the first 7 channels of the 14-

direct on edgetrack of the original tapes) was FM recorded on channeltrc taei8hi epcieodr h oc hne rcre

and direct recorded on channel 9 of the duplicated tapes.
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PART III: DATA ANALYSIS

Introduction

42. In the previous part, the two kinds of data, site documenta-

tion and signature data, were described. This part presents an analysis

of these data. The aialysis was based on the relationship of the data

to current efforts to improve the design, deployment, and testing of

point and line sensors.

43. A number of sensor', can be used to sense groimd motion, These

devices respond with differing sensitivities (i.e. have different volt-

age outputs generated by the same spatial distribution of particle

motions in the ground). However, in general, they respond In a manner

that is proportional to the magnitude of the particle velocities either

horizontally or vertically, in the immediate area of the sensor. Fur-

thermore, the mechanical system consisting of the sensor and the cou-

pling of the medium to the sensor is usually sufficiently linear, in a

mathematical sense, that a frequency of motion of the medium around the

sensor induces a signature for which the same frequency predominates.

This is indisputably true for the point-type transducers employing the

geophones or piezo-ceramic crystals and has been demonstrated for line-

type sensors, such as the MILES. 9 ' 1 0  It is these response character-

istics of the sensors (i.e. that the amplitude and the frequency re-

sponses are directly relatable to the ground motion in the immediate

area of the sensor) that forms the basis for translating the tire

and frequency-domain characteristics of the intruder-induced ground

motion to the signature characteristics idAuced in point and line

sensors.

44. Current design efforts for ground-motion sensors emphasize

improved signal processing techniques. The potential for such improva-

meri.ts has been enhanced by recent technological advances in the manufac-

turk of the electroi.ic components emD' 17 digital processing techniques

which are essential for logic design i1  _-ements. Two areas of

development for signal processing for point and line sensors have been

"r26
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in the areas of pattern recognition and adaptive digital filtering.

45. Pattern rercognition improvements rely on the development of

statistically-based algorithms for target detection and classification.

Features that characterize selected aspects of the signature (e.g. num-

ber of zero crossings of the voltage, amplitude, etc.) are extracted

from the signatures of a number of targets and background noise sources

in a range of enviromnental conditions. These features are combined

mathematically to produpe docision index values with which, ho,fully,

intruders can be detected and assigned to classes (such as personnel or

wheeled vehicles) and background noise sources can be rejected.

46. In order for pattern reco6rition techniques to be s-" ,ess.ful,

several constraints must be placed on the distribution of fe" -.'e values

used to make the class decisions. For a giien class of targets in a

given terrain, the distribution of feature values induced by changes in

such variables as target type (within a class), target-to-sensor dis-

tance, and different target travel modes (walking, running, vehicle

speed, etc.) must be sufficiently limited to prevent extensive overlap

with the distributions of the feature values, induced by such changes,

for targets in other classes. If the pattern recognition algorithms are

not adaptive to the particular terrain or sets of similar terrains in

which they are employed, the distribution in fecture values (for a given

class of targets) induced by the changes in the variables discussed

above, must be sufficiently limited for all terrains to prevent exten-

sive overlap with the distributions of the feature values, induced by

the same changes in the variables, for targets in other classes.

47. Since the values of the features are directly related to fre-

quency and amplitude characteristics of the signatures, the considera-

tions discussed above can be transferred to the frequency domain of the

signatures. For pattern recognition algorithms adaptive to the terrain,

IIi the frequency domain characteristics in the frequency bands of sensitiv-

ity of the features and target-to-sendor distances for operation of the

sensor must be independent of target-type (i.e. different individuals

or kinds of vehicles), target-to-sensor distance, and target travel

mode (man-creeping, -walking, vehicle speed, etc.). For example, for a
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given target type, such as personnel, the frequency domain characteris-

tics of' the signature should be reasonably independent of target-to-
sensor distance, and whether the man is creeping, crawling, walking, or

running. If the pattern recognition algorithm is not adapted to the

terrain environment, the frequency domain characteristics of the signa-

tures in the frequency region of sensitivity of the features must be

reasonably independent of the terrain.

148. A second area of development in signal processing is adaptive

digital filtering. 11Adaptive digital filtering relies on thzc correla-
tion properties of signatures do distinguish correlated signatures, pre-

sumably from background noise sources, from transient signatures associ-

ated with intruder-type sources. In particular, the propagating seismic

signatures (as opposed to locally acoustically coupled signatures, gen-

erally at frequencies on the order of 10 Hz or higher) from distant

background noise sources tend to be correlated over time for several

seconds or more, even for impulsive sources, because of the continuous

change in the velocity of propagation of the wave form with frequency

(i.e. dispersion) and the attenuation of selected frequencies by viscous

damping. The wave forms from such sources also tend to be correlated

over space for distances on the order of the time of correlation of the

signatures multiplied by the velocity of propagation. Adaptive digital

filtering can be used in two modes, depending on whether thio time cor-

relation or spatial correlation properties of the signature are being

exploited. The time correlation mode requires only the signal output

from a single sensor. The spatial correlation mode excploits the signa-

tures from two or more spatially separated sensors. In order for the

time correlation mode to be successful, the signature characteristics

of background noise sources must be sufficiently correlated over time

so that the adaptive digital filter can anticipate, several seconds in

advance, the signature characteristics of the background noise source.

Subtraction of its anticipated background signature from the measured
signature serves to enhance transient signatures, presumably of in- *
truders. Therefore, the intruder signatures must be sufficiently ran-

dom in the frequency region used for detection so that the adaptive
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digital filtering algorithm does not subtract out successive portions

of its signature as well. In order for the spatial correlation to be

successful, the background noise can be removed by subtracting the signa-.

L tures of pairs of sensors.

49. From the deployment point of view, several questions must be

answered before a sensor is systematically deployed. Among these ques-

tions are:

a. In what kinds of terrain will the sensor be sufficiently
sensitive so as to detect the target within the prescribed
detection zone?

b. Can two or more sensors be placed within the detection
zone to enhance the combined sensor performance so that
detection requirements are met?

c. In what kinds of terrain will background noise sources
generate false alarms?

d. Will the ground motion induced by the intruders be within
the frequency and amplitude regions required for the sig-
nal processor 'to achieve proper classification?

e. How deep should the sensor be buried?

50O. Questions a and b are concerned with the amplitude and fre-

que~ncy dependence of target signatures as a function of target-to-sensor

distance and target travel mode. Questions c and d are concerned with

the amplitude and frequency dependence of target signatures as a func-

tion of terrain condition. Question e is particularly relevant to the

deployment of line sensors and is concerned with the amplitude and fre-

quency dependence of target signatures as a function of target-to-sensor

distance, travel mode, and terrain conditions.

51. Sensors should be tested in the range of environments,

intruder-sensor configurations, and intruder travel modes for which the

sensors are expected to operate. For evaluation of sensors, the range

of environments can best be defined in terms of the terrain properties

that most severely affect the frequency and amplitude characterietics
of intruder signatures. Therefore, the designer of a test program for

such sensors must also be aware of the sensitivity of the intruder sig-

nature characteristics to such variables as the target type, target

travel mode, target-to-sensor distance, and terrain condition in much
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the same way as the designer and deployer of the sensors.

52. The previous discussion illustrates that deployment and test-

ing considerations dictate that the signatures be analyzed in both the

frequency and time domain for such variables as target type, target

travel mode, target-to-sensor distance, and terrain condition. In addi-

tion, the correlation properties of the signatures need to be addressed

in support of adaptive digital filtering (paragraph 48).

Signature Data

53. Although it would be desirable to analyze the signature char-

acteristics for each target type and a range of target-to-sensor dis-

tances, time constraints dictated that the analysit fbr this study be

restricted to the most difficult target to detect, i.e. personnel signa-

tures (see consideration c, paragraph 10) and selected target-to-sensor

distances. The analysis of signature data is partitioned into analyses

of the variance induced by each of the variables listed in the previous

paragraph. Analyses of signatures for other target types represented

in the data collection could be carried out in a manner similar to the

treatment for personnel signatures. Plots of signature characteristics

describing the frequency distribution of the measured signatures as a

function of the data collection variables are presented in the format of

Figures 5a and 5b. Three curves are presented in each figure. The

three curves denote maximur, mean, and minimum amplitudes and were de-

rived in the following manner:

a. Between six and twelve time segments of the signatures
(depending on the availability of appropriate segments of
the data), each of 0.68 seconds in length, were selected
for which the target was in the proper target-to-sensor
distance (for example, 0-0.5 m and 0.5-2 m for Figures 5a
and 5b, respectively).

b. The time segments were digitized at a rate of 1500 samples
per second and converted to the frequency domain by appli-
cation of the fast Fourier transform so that each segment
had an amplitude value for each frequency.

c. The maxima, means, and minima were obtained using the
amplitude values at each frequency (six to twelve of
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them, one for each time segment). The maxima, means, and
minima for the appropriate target-to-sensor distances are
presented in the top, middle, and lower curves, respec-
tively, for each frequency-domain plot.

In order to preserve detail and to exploit automatic plotting and scal-

ing routines, some of the multiple-plot figures and plates discussed in

the subsequent sections have different vertical scales (for example,

Figure 5a and 5b have different vertical scales). Such instances are

noted on the figures.

54. For purposes of characterizing signatures of intruders, data

from five sites were selected. The sites were Barksdale, site IA; Fort

Hood, sites 5A, 8A, and 9; and Seal Beach, site 3. These sites were

selected because they spanned the range of all terrain conditions used

in the test program. It was convenient to organize the discussion of

sites according to the increasing top-layer shear wave velocities. For

the five sites for which the signature were analyzed, the order of in-

creasing top-layer shear wave velocities is Seal Beach (site 3), Barks-

dale (site 1A), Fort Hood (sites 9, 5A, and 8A). When it is convenient

to use abbreviations, these five sites are identified respectively by

S-3, B-lA, H-9, H-5A, and H-8A.

Target-to-sensor distance

55. Figure 5 illustrates the dependence of the signature character-

istics on the target-to-sensor distance for the vertical component of a

signature obtained from a man creeping on a rigid (high compression and

shear wave velocity) terrain condition, site 8A at Fort Hood. Both Fig-

ures 5a and 5b show the frequency domains for the vertical component of

the particle velocity of the ground for man-creeping signatures within

the distance regions indicated (0-0.5 m and 0.5-2 m, respectively). As

can be seen in the figures, the predominant frequencies of thM signature

shift from less than 10 Hz for target-to-sensor distances less than

0.5 m to approximately 80 Hz for target-to-sensor distances exceeding

0.5m.

56. Theoretical considerations can be used to explain the depend-

ence of the signature characteristics discussed in the previous para-

graph on target-to-sensor distance. The low-frequency signature
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characteristics (i.e. less than 10 Hz) for small target-to-sensor dis-

tances (less than 0.5 m) can be attributed to quasi-static deflection

of the elastic surface of the medium by the weight of the target. Al-

though the data are not presented in this report, elastic theory pre-

dicts that the displacements of the medium induced by a quasi-static

(low frequency) surface stress will decrease very rapidly with increas-
12

ing target-to-sensor distance. Elastic theory also predicts that the

rate of decrease in medium displacements with target-to-sensor distance

depends on the burial depth of the sensor, and for burial depths under

consideration for BISS sensor applications (i.e. less than 61 cm, or

24 in.), the displacements (vertical or radial) reach maxima for target-

to-sensor distances less than 0.5 m. Such displacements asymptotically

approach zero for target-to-sensor distances on the order of 2 m. Elas-

tic theory also predicts that, in addition to the quasi-static displace-

ments, higher frequency displacements (i.e. exceeding 10 Hz for commonly

occurring terrains) induced by the stress of the target on the surface

will propagate outward from the source. Because these propagating dis-

placements do not attenuate as severely with target-to-sensor distance

as do the quasi-static displacements, they tend to dominate the signa-

ture characteristics at target-to-sensor distances exceeding 2 m (i.e.

where the quasi-static displacements approach zero). Since the propa-

gating displacements consist of higher frequency motions than do the

quasi-static displacements, the dominant frequencies of the signature

of the targets shift from low frequencies for target-to-sensor distances

less than 0.5 m, to higher frequencies for target-to-sensor distances

exceeding 2 m. A transition zone occurs between the target-to-sensor

distances of 0.5 m to 2 m in which the two displacement types (quasi-

static and propagating) compete for the dominant frequency characteris-

tics of the signature. As will be discussed in paragraphs 64 and 65,

the predominant frequencies of the propagating signatures measured in

this study vary from 12 Hz to 80 Hz, depending on the terrain properties

of the site.

57. Although the analyzed signatures in Figure 5 were induced by

personnel targets, the predominant frequencies of the signatures depend
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on target-to-sensor distance in a manner that can be related to elastic

theory (paragraph 56). This relationship with elastic theory provides a

basis for projecting the same dependence of the predominant frequencies

on target-to-sensol distance to surface targets and travel modes other

than' man-creeping. Such projection will be used as a basis for gener-

alizing the results of the analysis of personnel signatures to other

target types. In view of the analytimof pe relf the frequency domain

characteristics of target signatures as a function of target-to-sensor

distance, it is convenient to partition the discussion of the signature

characteristics into two signature types: those for which the low fre-

quencies predominate (below 10 Hz) and those for which the higher fre-

quencies predominate (above 10 Hz). Those for which the low frequencies

predominate are referred to as near-distance signatures. Those for which

the higher frequencies predominate are referred to as intermediate-distance

signatures. A third type referred to as far-distance signatures would be

the logical extension of near- and intermediate-distance signatures. How-

ever, within the context of this study, far-distance signatures could be

considered to be on the order of several hundred metres. Such large dis-

tances are not of direct interest to BISS security requirements.

58. The strong dependence of the frequency domain characteristics

of the signature on target-to-sensor distances is particularly applica-

ble tco the design considerations for pattern recognition and adaptive

digital filtering for line sensors. For example, one appropriate goal

for pattern recognition and adaptive digital filterini, could be to ex-

tend the detection distance of line sensors beyond that for current sig-

nal processing techniques, which exploit only the low frequency charac-

teristics of the near-distance signatures. To extend the detection

distance beyond several metres, the potential signal processing designs

must be sensitive to the higher frequency characteristics of the

intermediate-distance signatures. However, previous investigations7 ' 1 3

have shown that the frequency characteristics of signatures of vehicles

at distances of 25 to 200 m are similar to those of intermediate-

distance signatures of personnel. Hence, vehicle traffic could become

a more significant source of background noise for signal processors
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using the higher frequencies associated with the intermediate-distanre

signatures than for those using only the low frequencies (lese than

10 Hz). Adaptive digital-filtering techniques based on the correlation

between signatures from two parallel-deployed line sensors, placed

several metres apart, would likely be conducive to rejection of such

background noise from sources at distances on the order of 10 m or more.

59. As noted in paragraphs 55 and 56, the predominant frequencies

of the signature are sensitive to changes in target-to-sensor distance,

particularly for distances on tha order of 2 m. The transition zone

between distances for which the low frequencies predominate compared to

those for which the higher frequencies predominate is on the order of

1.5 m in width (i.e. between 0.5 and 2 m, paragraph 56). The fact that

the transition zone is quite nar'row is supportive of adaptive digital

filtering techniques applied to the signature output of a single line

sensor. Certain targets such as wheeled vehicles can generate repet-

itive (hence time-correlated signatures) for which adaptive filtering

techniques may tend to subtract out the signature (paragraph 48). How-

ever, as the target approaches the sensor, the predominant frequencies

of the signature change distinctly from high frequencies of intermediate-

distance signatures. This change induces a transient into processed sig-

natures that has frequencies of the near-distance signatures. This

transient can be processed to indicate the presence of the intruder.

Terrain condition

60. The discussion of the variability of signature characteristics

with terrain condition is partitioned according to the target-to-sensor

distance. Near-distance signatures (paragraph 57) are discussed first

for man-creeping signatures. Man-creeping signatures (rather than

-crawling, -walking, or -running) were selected because they represent

the lowest signal level relative to the personnel travel modes. For the

intermediate distance signatures, man-walking signatures were analyzed.

In this section, no direct comparisons are made between the near-

distance and intermediate-distance signatures so that the analytical

limitation imposed by presenting man-creepinfsignatures for the near-

distance signatures and man-walking signatures for the
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intermediate-distance signatures should nit be very significant. How-

ever, should such comparisons be desirable, theoretical considerations

discussed in paragraph 57 suggest that frequency characteristics of the

signatures are more severely affected by whether the induced signature

is attributable to quasi-static or propagational effects than by the

target or travel mode. Therefore, frequency-dorain comparisons between

the man-creeping, near-distance and the man-walking, intermediate-

distance signatures should be valid.

61. Near-distance signatures. Figure 6 presents the frequency-

domain plots (maximum, mean, and minimum amplitudes) for the vertical

component of the particle velocity for man-creeping signatures. Fig-

ure 6 shows that the low frequency characteristics of the near-distance

signatures is a stable feature over the range of terrain conditions

represented by the five data collection sites. The target-to-sensor

distance for which the low frequencies predominate are 0- to 2-m for the

three lower shear wave velocity sites: S-3, B-lA, and H-9. For H-5A,

the minimum amplitude curve for the 0-2 m distances is very small (less

than 1 x 10 cm/sec) indicating that, at least for some of the signa-

ture segments, the low frequencies are not very dominant. Therefore,

the maximum distance for the near-distance signatures at H-5A is prob-

ably somewhat less than 2 m. For H-8A, the low frequency characteristic

of the near-distance signatures did not dominate until the target-to-

sensor distance was less than 0.5 m (Figures 5a, 5b, and 6e). In each

instance presented in Figure 6, the maximum and mean frequency-domain

curves have considerably higher amplitudes for the low frequencies than

for the higher frequencies. The amplitudes tend to decrease as the

shear wave velocity increases (i.e. the mean amplitudes for Seal Beach,

site 3, for the low frequencies are around 0.2 x 10-3 cm/sec, whereas

they are on the order of 0.05 x 10-3 cm/sec for Fort Hood, site 8A).

62. The average amplitudes of the vertical and horizontal compo-

nent (in the direction from the target to the sensor) of man-creeping

signatures can be compared in Figures 7a and 7b. Average amplitudes for

both unfiltered and low-pass filtered signatures are presented. Filter

cut-offs were 5 Hz and 10 Hz with filter roll-off of 24 db per octave.
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The sites have been placed in the order of decreasing top-layer shear

wave velocity. For both the vertical and horizontal components, the

amplitudes tend to increase as the shear wave velocity decreases, with

the exception of the horizontal component for Barksdale APB, site lA and

Fort Hood, site 9. It should be noted that the top-layer shear wave

velocities at sites 1A at Barksdale AFB and site 9 at Fort Hood are very

similar, being 120 m/sec and 122 m/sec, respectively. Therefore, such

sites could be expected to have overlapping signature amplitudes, which

is, in fact, what occurs when comparing Figures 7a and 7b. The ampli-

tudes of the vertical component tend to exceed those of the horizontal

component, particularly for the sites having the higher shear wave veloc-

ities (H-5A and H-8A). The changes in amplitude with target-to-sensor

distance for the vertical and horizontal components of the man-creeping

signatures were estimated by dividing the unfiltered average amplitudes

for the footfall 0.5 m from the sensor by the average amplitudes for

the footfall at the sensor. The resulting ratios are presented in

Figure 7e. In each instance, ratios for the vertical component exceed

those for the horizontal component, indicating that the rate of change

in amplitude with distance for the horizontal component generally ex-

ceeds that for the vertical component for the near-distance signatures.

The rate of change in amplitude with distance Is greater for more rigid

sites (as indicated by smaller ratios for sites 5A and 8A) than for less

rigid sites. Stability of the low frequency characteristic for near-

distance signatures over the range of terrain conditions represented by

the five data collection sites (paragraph 61) makes this characteristic

a reliable feature for detection of intruders. However, target-to-

sensor distance over which low-frequency characteristics predominate

become less as the shear wave velocity of the media increases.

63. Intermediate-distance signatures. The analysis of the terrain

induced variance for intermediate distance signatures is based on the

amplitude and frequency characteristics plotted in Figures 8-14. Fig-

ure 8 presents the range in amplitudes of the signatures for man-walking

signatures for each of the five sites for a fixed source-to-sensor die-

tance of 6 m. The amplitudes vary from a minimum of 0.15 x 10-3 cm/sec

for Fort Hood, site 8A, to 20 x 10- cm/sec for Seal Beach, site 3.
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For each site eXcept .3eal Beach, site 3, the range in variation is

approximately an order of magnitude (factor of 10). However, at Seal

Beach, site 3, the signatures for one footstep impulE~e tended to be more

similar to those of another footstep impulse so that the total range ini

vr.._3tion was less than fcr the other sites. This probably occurred

because the surface was sufficiently soft so that the predominant signal

generation mechanism was the compaction of the soil as the foot impacted

the ground. Such a signal generation mechanism would not seem to be '
particularly susceptible to erratic differences in the transfer of

weight from one foot to another.

64. For the frequency-domain characteristics for man-walking signa-

tures, Figures 9a to 9e are discussed. The predominant frequencies for

man-walking signatures for a target-to-sensor distance of 6 m vary from

around 12 Hz (Seal Beach, site 3) to 80 Hz (Fort Hood, site 8A). Al-

though the predominant frequencies appear to increase with increasing

shear wave velccity, one should be careful in making this interpretation

without considering layering efi'ects as well. Trhe three Fort Hood sites,

5A, 8A, and 9, represent terrain conditions having large changes in

shear wave velocity with depth. It is the magnitude of the change in

shear wave velocity with depth, particularly for a slow shear wave veloc-

ity medium over a faster second layer velocity medium, rather than the

absolute values of the shear wave velocities of both media, that leads

to the selective coupling of frequencies of the stresses on the surface

by a target so as to favor the higher frequencies, as will be discussed

in paragraph 100.

65. The strong dependence of the amplitude and frequency character-

istics of the intermediate-distance signatures on terrain conditions

illustrated in Figure 9 is important to the design of both point and

line sensors and to the selection of test sites for evaluating such

sensors. To be used most effectively, features responsive to the shape

of the frequency domain of the signatures must be used in pattern recog-

nition algorithms that are adapted to the terrain conditions in which

the sensors are deployed. For pattern recognition algorithms that are

not adapted to the local terrain condition (i.e. that are employed in ai

range of terrain conditions) only the simplest features can be usefully
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employed, namely features that distinguish only between the frequency of

near-distance signatures (below 10 Hz) and intermediate-distance signa-

tures (10 to 100 Hz or more) without regard to the shape of the ampli-

tude distribution in the frequency domain.

Travel modes

66. Personnel travel modes consisted of creeping, crawling, walk-

ing, and running. The near-distance signatures for man-creeping have

been discussed previously. Figure 15 presents the frequency-domain

characteristics for man-creeping, -crawling, -walking, and -running for

the denoted distances for Fort Hood, site 8A. The range of target-to-

sensor distances for man-creeping is 0.5-2 m; hnwever, the target-to-

sensor distance is 6 m for the other travel modes. The amplitudes

differ as could be expected. . Te peaks of the mean amplitude curves

for the 6-m distance targets and travel modes (man-crawling, -walking,
-3and -runniing) vary from O.Ol X 10- cm/sec for man-crawling signatures

to 0.03 x 10- cm/sec for man-running signatures. The man-creeping

signatures are plotted for only the 0.5-2 m distance because signal

ampliIades were not great enough to record at the 6 m distance. How-

ever, the predominant frequencies of the signatures are approximately

tie same foz' each travel mode, including the man-creeping signatures,

although the target-to-sensor distance is smaller in this instance. he

invariance in the predominant frequencies as a function of the travel

mode, such as that occurring at site 8A, occurred at the other sites

also (Figures 10-14). Although the frequency domain characteristic's of

the stresses induced at the surface by the various travel modes differ

among one ,nother, the frequency response of the terrain is so selec-

tive that the resulting intermediate-distance signatures for each travel

mode have essentially the same predominant frequencies.

67. The invariance of the predominant frequencies with travel mode

suggests that pattern recognition algorithms using frequency sensitive

features adapted to local site conditions could be used to extend the

detection distance and classification potential of point and line sen-

sors. Such algorithms should be able to operate independently of the

intruder travel mode. Features sensitive to the frequency region of
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the intermediate-distance signatures are also particularly responsive to

background noise signatures. To reduce the contribution of the latter

to the signatures processed for intruder detection, it is probably desir-

able to make use of two sensors in such a way that the background noise

can be continuously subtracted by adaptive digital filtering using the

spatial correlation mode (paragraph 48). Pattern recognition employing

features responsive to the higher frequencies (i.e. greater than 10 Hz)

could then be applied to the resulting signatures (those for wnich the

background noise has been removed, hopefully, using adaptive digital

filtering).

Intruder

68. A cursory examination of the signature characteristics induced ±

by two different intruderL (obtained from repetitive tests using differ-

ent personnel such as tests 1 and 2 of Table 1) was made for the three

Fort Hood sites (SA, 8A, and 9). As noted in paragraph 66, the fre-

quency domain characteristics of the walking, crawling, and running sig-

natures were dominated by the local site characteristics. That is, the

predominant frequencies at a site were quite independent of the stresses

induced by the personnel travel modes. AlthouAh the data are not pre.-

sented in this report, the frequency-domain characteristics of signa-

tures of different intruders were similar. However, the amplitudes of

the signatures were sensitive to differences in the stresses of one

intruder relative to those of another intruder as will be discussed us-

ing the data presented in rigure 16. Figure 16 presents the average

peak amplitude for repetive tests usixg two different intruders for the

three sites at Fort Hood. Three travel modes are represented: walking.,

running, and crawling. Intruder 1 weighed 825 newtons (185 it) and

Intruder 2 weighed 690 newtons (155 lb). Although the man-running and

man-crawling signatures are consistently larger for the heavier intruder

(Intruder 1), the opposite occurs for the man-walking signatures. In

this instance the average amplitudes for the lighter intruder (Intruder

1) are greater than for those of the heavier intruder. The average

amplitude for the man-crawling signatures differs more between the two

intruders than for the other travel modes. This suggests that, when
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testing sensors in scenarios in which the intruders are walking, running,

or crawling, somewhat more care should be taken in the design of the

man-crawling tests to insure that differeiit crawling "styles" are
represented.

Site Documentation Data

69. As noted previously, the rationale for site documentation is

to measure those properties of the terrain that affect its seismic re-

sponse. Past studies by WES have shown that the shear wave velocities

and layer depths strongly affect the seismic response of the terrain. '4

Since the top layer compression wave velocity is quite strongly corre-

lated to the top layer shear wave velocity, the compression wave veloc-

ity is also quite strongly related to the seismic response.

70. This section presents the results of a study of the relation-

ship between other measurements (plate load, density, moisture content,

cone index - paragraph 16) and the s.ismic response of the terrain to

see if the relative importance of ý e ';errain properties could be demon-

strated such that economies in site documentation efforts cou~t be

effected. The surface elevaticns (paragraph 16) will not be discussed

because the i'oughnesses at the data collection sites were not suffi-

ciently different sc as to induce distinct differences in the motion

characteristics for each of the personnel travel modes. Therefore, it

was not considered reasonable to attribute differences in signature

characteristics for the selected sites to the surface roughness.

71. The measurements of terrain properties other than the shear

anid compression wave velocities and layer depths can be qualitatively

correlated to the seismic response of the terrain either through the

correlation of these measurements to the sb,'ar and compression wave

velocities of the medae., which in turn are related to the seismic re-

sponse, or through an independent relationship between properties of

the media and its surface ailA the seismic response. The method of anal-

ysis used to qualitativelv identify strong correlations between the

measurements and seismic response consisted of ordering the sites for
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each measurement according to increase or decrease of the measured

values for each measurement. This ordering was compared with the order-

ing of sites in the previous section, i.e. ordering based on shear wave

velocity. The latter ordering resulted in having the presented data in

the order of increasing or decreasing values of the amplitude or domi-

nant frequency characteristics. An exception to the ordered increase or

decrease in signature :7haracteristics occurred for Barksdale, site 3A

and Fort Hood, site 9 (paragraph 62). These sites were considered inter-

chcngeable In the ordering used for discussion of the relationship of

the measurements to seismic response. The ordering used for comparison

is referred to as the reference ordering, and is:

Seal. Beach, site 3

Barksdale, site 1A )
Fort Hood, site 9I interchangeable
Fort Hood, site 5A

Fort Hood, site 8A

Since the frequency and amplitude charrcteristics of the signatures for

these sites varied considerably, it seemed reasonable to assume that a

measurement strongly correlated to the seismic response would undergo

distinct changes from site-to-site that paralleled changes in signature

characteristics.

72. The subsequent analysis is subject to several limitations.

First, the number of sites represented is small. However, distinct dif-

ferences in their signature characteristics occur so that it is reason-

able to expect that a measurement that affects seismic response to the

extent of changing the amplitude by an ordet of magnitude, or the fre-

quency content by tens of Hertz across the range of terrain environments

represented in the data collection, would induce an ordering of sites

that agrees well with the reference ordering. Secondly, the measure-

ments considered for analysis are surface, or near-surface measurements.

Past experience and theoretical modeling have shown that seismic re-

sponse is affected by terrain properties to depths as deep as ten metres.

However, the top layer seismic properties and layer depth are particu-
larly important.
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Plate load

73. The plate-load measurement is described by the surface spring

constant K s and the asymptotic value of the rutting depth for large

forces, Z max . Examination of Table 21 shows that the order of sites for

increasing values of K sc and Zmax is:

sc max

Seal Beach, site 3 Barksdale, site 1A

Fort Hood, site 8A Fort Hood, site 5A

Fort Hood, site 9 Fort Hood, site 8A

Fort Hood, site 5A Fort Hood, site 9

Barksdale, site I.A Seal Beach, site 3

The ordering of the sites for K and Z are not the same as that of
sc max

the reference ordering. However, Seal Beach, site 3, represents an ex-

treme case for these orderings as well as for the reference ordering.

Therefore, the plate-load measurements are not considered as strongly

correlated to the seismic response across the range of site conditions

considered as are the seismic velocities. However, there is probably a

stronger correlation between plate-load measurements and seismic re-

spcnse among soft-surface sites fo hc ci nteodro 0n/rn

and Z mxis on the order of 0.10 in (i.e. conditions similar to those, of

Seal Beach, site 3) than for more rigid-surface sites (such as the other

four).

Density

74. Wet soil densities (Table 6) were selected because they repre-

nent the in situ density of the medium. The average of the wet den-

sities presented for each site in Table 6 were selected for analysis.

The order of sites for increasing average wet densities is:

Fort Hood, site 5A

Seal Beach, site 3

Fort Hood, site 9

Barksdale, site IA

Wet density was not obtainable in the field for Fort Hood, site 8A be-

cause of rock. The above order of sites does not agree with the
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reference order and therefore the wet density was not judged as being

strongly correlated to the seismic response.

Moisture content

75. The order of sites for increasing average moisture content

(percent) derived from Table 6 is:
Fort Hood, site BA

Fort Hood, site 5A

Fort Hood, site 9

Barksdale, site 1A

Seal Beach, site 3

This ordering indicates a qualitative correlation between the soil mois-

ture and seismic response. It also points out the necessity for being

cautious when interpreting correlations involving several variables and

limited data. Sites 8A and 5A at Fort Hood contain much rock (Table 6),

and therefore tend to have lower moisture content than the clay soils at

Fort Hood, site 9, or Barksdale, site IA. The soil at Seal Beach, site

3 had a very high moisture content. As noted previously, the seismic

velocities, particularly the shear wave velocities, strongly affect the

seismic response and the shear wave velocities are generally high for

media containing rock and low for water-saturated soils. The qualita-

tive correlation of the low moisture content to seismic response for

sites 5A and 8A is induced by the relationship of the measured values to

the rock content of the media. Otv'iously, a low moisture content does

not imply a rock-type medium. For high values of mois~ure content, the

shear strength of the medium tends to decrease with increasing moisture

content so that a correlation between seismic response and moisture

content can be expected. The moisture content could be strongly related

to the seismic response of frozen soils. However, such conditions were

not represented in the measured data. Therefore, moisture content was

not considered strongly correlated to seismic2 response for nonfrozen

ground conditions and for soils that had low to intermediate moisture

content (below 25 percent for most soils).

Cone index

76. The order of sites for increasing average cone index is:
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Seal Beach, site 3

Barksdale, site 1A

Fort Hood, site 9

Fort Hood, site 8A

Fort Hood, site 5A

This ordering agrees well with the reference ordering except for the

more rigid sites, Fort Hood, sites 5A and 8A. Comparison of the top

layer shear wave velocities (Table 7) with the cone index data (Table 6)

indicates that large differences in top layer 3hear wave velocities are

related to the cone index values. For example, the top layer shear wave

velocities of sites 2 and 3 at Seal Beach are low (75 m/sec). In both

instances, the cone index values are low (71 and 51, respectively). The

cone index readings are quite high (400 or more) for the higher shear

wave velocity sites (exceeding 200 m/sec) -- sites 5A and 8A at Fort

Hood and sites 1 and 2 at March AFB. It is generally difficult to ob-

tain accurate measurements of shear •¢ave velocity near the surface, par-

ticularly within the top 15 cm (Appendix C). Cone index can provide a

means of documenting near-surface shear strength properties where meas-

urements of the shear wave velocity cannot be easily mate. Cone index

readings were considered to be correlated to seismic response, particu-

larly for less rigid media (i.e. those for which the cone index readings

are less than 500).

Documentation of Site Conditions

77. Proper consideration of site conditions is an important part

of the BISS activity especially in the evaluation and the selection of

new sensor systems, the identification of areas unsuitable for the

deployment of existing systems, and establishment of deployment criteria

at a site prior to sensor installation. Because the BISS sensor deploy-

ment requirements are directed toward the protection of fixed (perma.-

nent) inr-alla. . , efficient on-site measurements can be made prior

to ti, specifm.-ation of sensor types and deployment criteria.

78. In the past, site documentation procedures for measurement of
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seismic response have been directed toward battlefield sensor systems

and have been concerned with documenting site conditions for signature

propagating distances on the order of 10 m or more. Although such dis-

tances are of interest to BISS requirements, in the subsequent discus-

sion additional emphasis has been placed on site documentation for lineI

sensors. To adequately describe the seismic response for such distances,

near-surface and subsurface properties within a few metres of the source

are particularly important.

79. As stated previously, the shear- and compression-wave veloc-

ities and layer depths have been shown to be essential measurements for

describing seismic response. Surface roughness, plate-load test results,

soil moisture and density, and cone index are of somewhat lesser impor-

tance. This section presents recommendations and supporting discussion

of site documentation requirements as it pertains to the design and

testing of ground-motion sensing devices for BISS.

Seismic velocity measurements

80. It is recommended that the shear wave velocity be obtained via

the measurement of the Rayleigh-wave velocity using the vibrator tech-
8

nique. The depth for which the vibrator technique characterizes the

shear strength of a soil depends on the frequency of the vibrator. That

is, for shallow depths (for example, 1 m or less), the frequencies that

characterize the medium are gredter than for those frequencies that char-

acterize the medium several metres under the surface. For propagating

wave forms, such as background noise or man-walking signatures at ranges

exceeding several metres from the source, the medium characteristics are

important several metres under the surface. Therefore, low-frequency

characteristics should be measured (i.e. frequencies of 25 Hz or less)'.

For the "low-frequency" quasi-static displacements, such as those occur-
ring for ranges of 2 m or less from the footfall of an intruder, the

shear strength of the soil is important for very shallov soil depths

(i.e. less than half a metre). For most media, vibrator frequencies of

several hundred Hz are needed to characterize the soil at such shallow

depths. Therefore, Rayleigh-wave measurements should be obtained over

frequencies ranging from less than 25 Hz to 400 Hz.I



81. Compression-wave velocity measurements should be obtained

using refraction techniques (Appendix C). However, two sets of refrac-.

other using a spacing of geophones of 0.25 m to obtain layering informa-

tion near the surface.

Other measurements

82. Based on the previous analysis (paragraphs 69-76), the cone

index appears to provide the best qualitative correlation of measurement

values to seismic response across the range of terrains considered rela-
tive to the other measurements. The cone index can provide a measure-

ment of the shear strength properties of the medium near the surface

(within 30 cm), a region where measurements of shear-wave velocities are

difficult to obtain. Both hand-held and mechanical cones are available.

Hand-held cones can be easily transported to soft surfaces where it is

difficult to take a vehicle mounted mechanical cone. The cone penetrom-

eter used for measuring cone index and the measurement procedure are

described in Appendix P~.

83. The other near-surface measurements were not as well corre-

lated to the seismic response across the range of seismic environments

considered as were the seismic velocities and cone index (with the excep-

tion of the soil moisture which provided anomalous correlation as dis-

cussed in paragraph 75). Despite the fact that the density and soil

moisture are not as strongly related to the seismic response of the

terrain as the compression and shear wave velocity and cone index, these

measurements are easily taken and should be obtained as prescribed in

Appendix C.

84. Surface rigidity measurements should be prescribed when time *

and equipment constraints are not too demanding. Availability of equip-

ment or access of a vehicle to particular terrain conditions may prohibit

the measurement of surface rigidity using vehicle-mounted plate-load

test equipment. Because of the lack of correlation of surface rigidity

to seismic response on the more rigid sites (i.e. sites having cone

-adex values that exceed considerably those of Seal Beach, site 3, say

150), failure to obtain surface rigidity measurements should not be
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very limiting. For sites having nonrigid surfaces, such as Seal Beach)

site 3, it is generally not possible to obtain surface rigidity measure-

ments because or the difficulty or moving the equipment to the area.
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PART IV: SIGNATURE SIMULATION RESULTS

Introduction

85. As noted in the discussion of the compression-wave veloci-

ties of the selected sites (paragraph 33), the top- and second-layer

compression-wave velocities covered a broad range of conditions but did

not span the range of those occurring in the terrain data (Appendix D).

Therefore, a theoretical approach was taken to expand the data base of

seismic signatures by using WES seismic simulation models to generate

synthetic signature data. In addition to extending the data base to

seismic conditions not represented in the experimental data base, the

theoretical approach provided a means for evaluating the sensitivity of

the seismic response to the terrain properties, particularly the shear-

wave velocities of the media and layer depths.
86. In the previous part, the seismic signatures were shown to

have a dichotomous nature dependent on the target-to-sensor distance.

For target-to-sensor distances within some prescribed distance on the

order of 2 m (depending on site), the personnel signatures were domi-

nated by low frequencies (less than 5 Hz, paragraph55). Such signatures
were referred to as near-distance signatures. For target-to-sensor dis-
tances exceeding the prescribed distance, the predominant frequencies

were much greater (from 12 to 80 Hz, depending on site, paragraph 64).

These signatures were referred to as intermediate distance signatures.

The low frequency components of the near-distance signatures do not

propagate outward and are the result of the deflection of the elastic

surface by the weight of the target. On the other hand, the

intermediate-distance, signatures propagate outward with moderate loss in

amplitude and shifts in frequency (generally to lower frequencies) that

are generally detectable tens and even hundred:3 of metres from target

(depending on whether the target is personnel or vehicle). The theoret-
ical approach used in this study emphasized the wave propagation nature3

and as such is applicable to intermediate distance signatures. A

follow-on study of the Miles cable response will include a theoretical
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analysis of the near-distance phenomenon.

87. This part describes model validation, the synthetic data

base, and a discussion of the range in variation found in the signatures.

For the model validation section, signature characteristics of predicted
and measured signatures were compared for the five sites selected for
analysis in the data analysis part. For the synthetic data base sec-

tion, a matrix of terrain conditions approaching the range of those

occurring in the assembled terrain data was defined and predicted signa-

tures were generated for these matrix elements. The data base consist-
ing of the synthetic and measured signature drta was then analyzed to

describe the range in variation in signature characteristics that would

likely occur in worldwide terrain conditions.

Model validation

88. Models simulating the generation and propagation of seismic

signatures have been shown to provide reasonable predictions for the

frequency and amplitude characteristics of seismic signatures of mili-

tary targets.2,3, 1 4 However, the accuracy requirements for such simu-

lations depend on the application. Previous uses of the simulated sig-

natures have emphasized target-to-sensor distancLs on the order of 75 m

or more, and as such, have exploited signatures havi-!q distinctly dif-

ferent frequency distributions from those of the closer distances of

primary interest to BISS, 25 m or less (paragraph 3). For distances of

25 m or less, significantly higher frequency components occur in the

signatures than for those of further distances. The higher frequencies

are attenuated more strongly with distance by viscous damping than are

the lower frequencies (Appendix B). Before applying the simulation

models to the closer target-to-sensor distances (i.e. on the order of
25 m or less), it was felt that additional model validation work was

needed.

89. As for the data analysis part, emphasis was placed on the

personnel signatures, particularly man-walking signatures. Predictions

of man-walking signatures were made for target-to-sensor distances of

6 m. The terrain daua used for these predictions were those measured

at the sites: plate-load and seismic velocity data (Tables 5 and 6,
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respectively). Because of the sensitivity of signature characteristics

to shear-wave velocities and layer depths, the layer depths were chosen

to be those associated with shear-wave velocity change. The compression-

wave velocity for each layer was selected to be the measured value that

predominated through most of that layer. Under these guidelines, the
following shear- and compression-wave velocities and layer depths were

used for predictions of signatures:

Layer Layer Velocity. rn/Eec
Installation Site No. Depth. m Shear Compression

Barksdale AFB 1A 1 0.0-4.0 120 353
2 4.o+ 170 1700

Fort Hood 5A 1 0.0-1.8 203 7180
2 1.8+ 381 1950

8A 1 0.0-2.1 253 1410
2 2.1+ 427 2825

9 1 0.0-3.8 122 300
2 3.8+ 203 1675

Sea). Beach Naval 3 1 0.0-3.0 75 497
Weapons Station 2 3.0+ 125 965

90. The adequacy of prediction models to calculate reasonable

signatures was studied by comparing the frequency and amplitude charac-

teristics of the measured and predicted man-walking signatures. The

frequency domain characteristics of the measured and predicted signa-

tures were compared by identifying the 20 Hz region for which the aver-

age amplitude of the signature (measured or predicted) was the largest

relative to the remaining frequencies. A 20 Hz region was selected be-

cause the energy in the frequency domain of most personnel signatures

is concentrated within a bandwidth on the order of 20 Hz or greater as

may be seen in Figures 10 to 14. The central value of the 20-Hz band-

width is identified as the center frequency (CF). The average amplitude

for the 20 Hz region represented by the CF, referred to as the AACF, is

also used to characterize the frequency domains of the signatures.
91. TI-~ model validation task was accompJlished with some feedback

from the data analysis part. The purpose of the feedback of information

from the data analysis part was to allow improvements in the signature
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prediction models where an apparent need was observed. Initial results

of comparisons of the amplitudes of the measured and predicted signa-

tures indicated that the predicted signatures were generally larger in

amplitude than the measured signatures. 'The initial comparisons of the

predominant frequencies of the measured and predicted signatures were

favorable. In order to obtain better correlation, the amplitudes of

the predicted signatures were reduced by a factor of 0.3 through modifi-

cation of the forcing function (Appendix B). Although such a factor

may seem large, the amplitudes of signatures of individual footstep

impulses may vary at a site over a factor of ten between the largest and

smallest amilitude signatures (Figure 8). A conservative approach for

predicting signature amplitudes is consistent with BISS requirements for

personnel detection for low signal levels.

92. The CFs for the measured and predicted man-walking signatures

are compared in Figure 17. As may be seen in the figure, the agreement

is good for the lower frequencies (S-3, B-lA, H-9) and fairly good at

the higher frequencies sites (H-5A, H-8A). The predicted signature am-

plitudes after empirical adjustment of the amplitudes in the time domain

(paragraph 91), are compared with the range in variation of the measured

amplitudes in Figure 18. From Figure 18 one can see that the predicted

amplitude after empirical adjustment falls within the range in variation

of the measured amplitudes for each of the five sites.

Sypthetic data base

93. As noted previously, under many terrain conditions the com-

pression- and shear-wave velocities and layer depths determine the re-

suiting signature characteristics for a given target in a given terrain

environment. However, the relationship between the compression- and

shear-wave properties of a terrain and the signature characteristics is

complex. In order to relate particular terrain properties to signature

characteristics, a number of terrain conditions were defined in terms of

the seismic properties: compression- and shear-wave velocities and

layer thicknesses, bulk density and surface rigidity. Each terrain con-

dltina is rcferred to as a terrain matrix element. The group of these

elements ccnstitute the terrair matrix. Examination of the top- and
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second-layer compression wave velocities for measured terrain data as

presented in Figure 3 and in Appendix D shows that top-layer compression

wave velocities vary from 92 m/sec to 3600 m/sec (paragraph 23). There-

fore, elements of the terrain matrix were selected so as to extend over

such a range of velocities. A second problem, however, was that of

determining the number of layers to be included in the matrix and the

size of the changes in the compression- and shear-wave velocities and

layer thicknesses between adjacent terrain matrix elements. In order to

reasonably limit the number bf terrain matrix elements, only single- and

two-layer terrain conditions were represented.

94. The terrain matrix is presented in Table 8. The compression-

wave velocities for the top layer vary from 150 m/sec to 2300 m/sec.

This range spans the major portion of the conditions represented in the

assembled terrain data in Appendix D. The second-layer compression wave

velocites are also spanned by the terrain matrix. They range from 300

m/sec to 5000 m/sec. The signature characteristics for the perscnnel

travel modes are not strongly correlated to the surface spring constants

(paragraph 73). To reduce the complexity of the matrix of generated

signatures, only two surface spring constant conditions were represented

in the matrix of predictions. For top-layer shear wave velocities of
75-6 2

75 m/sec, the surface spring constant was selected to be 1 x 10 n/mr

and Z was 0.1 m. For the remaining matrix elements, the surface
max 8 2

spring constant was selected to be 1 x 10 n/r and Z was 0.005 m.
max

95. Intermediate-distance signatures were predicted for the verti-

cal and radial components of the ground motion for the personnel travel

modes of creeping, walking, and running for each of the 144 matrix ele-

ments. The signatures nf man-creeping were predicted for a target-to-

sensor distance of 2 m whereas those of man-crawling, walkinr5, and

running were predicted for target-to-sensor distances oi 5 m and 15 1..

Man-creeping signatures were not predicted at the 5- and 15-m distances

beca,-e the signature amplitudes would have been too small to reasonably

expect detection. In addition, signatures of an M35 vehicle for a

target-to-sensor distance of 75 m were generated for the elements in the

terrain matrix as a guide to background noise signature characteristics
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I
in various seismic environments. A description of the data tapes, iden-

tification lines for the data, data format, Rnd the time and frequency

domain information are given in Appendix G.

Variations in Signature Characteristics

96. The purpose of this part is to use the measured and synthetic

data to provi8.e information concerning the range in signat'ures charac-

teristics that can be expected to occur in a wide range of environments.

In the model validation section two parameters are defined for charac-

terizing the frequency domains of the signatures: center frequency and

average amplitude at the center frequency. These parameters are u-.ed

here to describe the range in variation in signature characteristics.

For the 6 m distance, man-walking signature data, the bandwidth selected

for computation of the CF (paragraph 90) was 20 Hz because the energy 4n

frequency domain of such signatures was concentrated within a bandwidth

of 20 Hz or greater. For the M35 at 75 m, the higher frequencies in the

signatures are attenuated by the longer propagation distance (75 m ver-

sus 6 m) with the result that the energy in the frequency domain is con-

centrated within a bandwidth narrower !.hbn for that of the man-walking

signatures. Therefore, a 10 Hz average was used for the computation of

the CF for the M35 signatures.

97. To study the range in variation in signature characteristics

that can reasonably be expected to occur worldwide, man-walking and

background noise signatures were selected. Man-walking signatures were

selected, rather than signatures for the other personnel travel modes,

in order to limit the number of signatures for which the analysis was

made and to be consistent with the emphasis on such signatures in the

previous part. Table 9 shows, for each matri;: element (Table 8), the j
calculated CF and AACF for man. walking and a background noise signature

(M35 truck moving at 32 ki/hr). Predictions were made for target-to-
sensor distances of 5 and 15 m for the man-walking target and 75 W for

the background noise source.

98. The predicted seismic signatures from the background noise
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source (M35) tend to be lower in frequency than those for man walking

because the background noise source is more distant than the man-walking

target. In general, this would be true for most background noise

sources because the seismic signature is attenuated with propagation

distance more severely at the higher frequencies than the lower fre-

quencies due to viscous damping (Appendix B). An exception to this "low

frequency" characteristic of background noise is that due to

acoustically-coupled seismic energy (such as from aircraft, engine

firing of vehicles, etc). Measurable amounts of acoustically.-coupled
seismic energy appears to couple to the surface very near the sensor so

that high frequencies (above 50 Hz) may be present in the signature.

However, as will be shown from analysis of the predicted signatures data,

much of the background noise in an area (due to vehicle traffic) con-

tains frequencies below 30 Hz.

99. To illustrate the range in variation of the CFs and AACFs,

these values are plotted in Figure 19 for each of the 144 matrix ele-
ments for man-walking signatures for the 5-m target-to-sensor distance.
The AACFs vary over five orders of magnitude (from 10-8 to 0-3 m/sec).

The CF4 vary from 10 Hz to 180 Hz. Since the matrix elements were de-

rived using tl'e terrain data in Appendix D, the ranges of variation in

Figure 19 are reprejentative of those that can occur in most terrain

environments for target-to-sensor distances of 5 m.

100. As stated earlier, examination of the CFs in Table 9 for the

man.-walking and selected b%..?g.,round roise signatures shows that the CFs

of the signatures of the sample background source (propagating a dis-

tance of 75 m) tend to te lower thian those of the man-walking for the

5- and 15-m cases. Carefi4 study of Tables 8 and 9 also shows that the

shift in the predominant frequencies of the signatures are due primarily

to the layering of the media having distinctly different shear-wave

velocities. For example, the OF of tha predominant frequencies for the

man-walking signature with a target-to-sensor distance of 5 m for matrix

element 17 (having a 0.25 m top layer) is 127 Hz. For matrix element
18 (havioig a 1.5 m top layer) the frequency drops to 2S Hz for the 5 m

distance. The high frequencies attenuate very rapidly with range,
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however, so that at a range of 15 m the CF for matrix element 17 is 13

Hz and 25 Hz for matrix element 18. Physically, the large frequency
dependence on layering of media having large differences in their re-
spective shear-wave velocities can be attributed to the fact that the

particle motion for a Rayleigh-wave with a prescribed frequency is con-

strained to be within approximately a wave length of the surface. Al-
though the top layer of a soil may be "soft" snd therefore suggestive

of good coupling of eneigy to the media, only those waves that can

travel in the top layer can be efficiently coupled into it. Such waves

must have a wavelength on the order of the top layer depth or less (i.e.

since small -wavelengths imply high frequencies, only frequencies above

a prescribed frequency cutoff can travel efficiently in the top layer).

Waves having wavelengths longer than the top-layer depth do not couple

efficiently to the media because their existence requires that the more

rigid second layer be vibrationally excited. Such waves have low fre-

quencies relative to the efficiently coupled waves traveling in the top

layer. As a result of these factors, the signature characteristics that

are coupled to the media for an intruder traveling over a material

having a shallow top layer will tend to have considerably higher fre-

quencies than the signature characteristics for an intruder traveling

over P_ dekper top layer. Fcr example, the higher values of the C~s at

Fort Hood, sites 5a and 8a (Figure 17) are the result cf th'e shear

wave layeriaig phenomena having large discontinuities in the shear-wave

"-elocities rather than the fact that the top-layer shear wave velocities

are higher at these sites than the other sites for which signature data

w•re analyzed.

101. Nea.--distance signatures for man-creeping were discussed ia

paragraphs 60 through 62. Two components of particle velocity were

examined, vertical and radial. One of the most favorablc aspects of the

near-distance signatures is the fact that, for distances of 0.5 m or

less, the low fre(eency component of the signature (15 Hz or less) dom-

inates the frequexvcy domain irrespective of site ccndition (among those

sign•turm analyzed). Tue target-to-sensor distance dependence of this

low frequency component eonfin-'s its use for detection to target to
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target-to-sensor distances of several metres or less, depending on site

conditions. A favorable aspect of the measured near-distance signatures

is that the variation in amplitude for both the vertical and radial com-

ponents (unfilterd) is less than an order of magnitude from site to site

for the 0.5 m target-to-sensor distance signatures (see Figure 7). This

range in amplitude variation contrasts with the similar measured range

in variation of several orders of magnitude at the same sites for the

intermediate-distance intruder signatures (Figure 8). The decreased

range in variation for the near-distance signatures, which are dominated

by the low frequencies, makes sense from a theoretical point of view.

c .3nlacements at each site for quasi-static conditions, such as

those occurring at the low frequencies typical of the near-distance

signatures, are proportional to the shear moduli of the respective media.

The shear moduli are proportional, in turn, to the square of the respec-

tive shear wave velocites. For the five sites for which the signatures

were analyzed, the shear wave velocities (Table 4) near the surface

varied from 75 m/sec to 253 m/sec. The square of the ratios of the

maximum and minimum shear-wave velocities (3.37) is 11.35, or, approxi-

mately an order of magnitude.
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PART V: DISTRIBUTION OF TERRAINS

Introduction

102. The previous part illustrates that there can exist a large

range of variation in signatures from intruders of interest to BISS.

The result of this variation is that the signature characteristic for

two different intruder classes e.g. personnel and wheeled vehicles, will

probably assume similar values in particular sets of terrain environ-

ments. This makes the design of logics that can consistently discrimi-

nate them more difficult. The design problem, however, would be con-
siderably diminished if the design was based on a limited number of ter-

rains. For this reason, it is of interest to deý~'_,iine how often ter-

rains associated with signatures having particular characteristics occur.

Although it appears impractical to define with certainty the frequency

of occurrence of terrains that exhibit similar seismic responses, a

crude estimate can be made using the data summarized in Appendix D as

if it were proportional to conditions found worldwide.

103 The objectives of the analysis of the distribution of ter-

rains were to estimate the frequency of occurrence: (a) terrains having

defined ranges in their measured properties as such properties are re-

lated to those of the terrain matrix elements (Table 8) and (b) terrains

for which the seismic response to intruder and background noise sources

were similar. This part contains discussions of the assumed population

for estimating the distribution of terrains, the distribution of ter-

rains based on their measured properties, and tche distribution of ter-

rains based on their predicted seismic response to intruder and back-

ground noise sources.

Assumed Population

1014. Appendix D contains compression and shear wave velocity and

the corresponding layer depth data for 568 individual sampling points

(seismic refraction or vibratory lines) from diverse locations in the
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United States, mid-Pacific, the Panama Canal Zone, and West Germany. Of

ths, 4i18 could. be collapsed to one and two lay'er cases that could be

directly associated with similar conditions in the terrain matrix (Tab-

le 8). These were used to estimate the proportion of the environments

represented by each terrain matrix element. There were 150 data sam-

pling points that cou~ld not be collapsed to one or two layer cases or

were two layer cases with a faster top-layer velocity medium over a

slower second-layer velocity medium that could not be suitably associ-

ated with the terrain matrix. It would have been desirable to include

these data in the analysis; however, the effort would have been consider-

able and it is doubtfii.! !-,-:L tý.xeir inclusion would have significantly

improved the overall e,;.-_ ,wt~e Therefore, in the interest of expediency,

the 150 sampling .-Ants wc.-e omitted from this analysis. In many in-

stances seN~ral refraction or vibratory lines in Appendix D have been

taken in the same area, displaced only several hundred metres from one

another. To avoid the obvious biasing that could occur if each of the

lines were treated as an independent sample, a subset of the entire set,

referred to as the reduced set, was selected based on a requirement that

no more than three refraction or v~ibration lines could be selected from

the same geographical area (such as Fort Carson, Colorado). In the

event that three lines were selected from the same geographical area,

the three were selected on the basis -that the extremes in the top-layer

shear wave velocities were represented as well an a refraction line

that, insofar as possible, represented a top-layer shear wave condition

near tne average of the two extreme top-layer shear wave velocities.

The reduced set, obtained in this manner, contained data from 151

sampling points.

Distribution of Terrain Properties

1.05. The estimate of the frequency of occurrence of terrains

having defined ranges of measured properties was based on the reduced

and entire data sets (paragraph 103) in Appendix D. To obtain th3 de-

sired element, the terrain data (Appendix D) were assigned to similar

terrain matrix elements in the following manner:
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a. Assignments were made on the basis of the shear wave
velocity and the associated layer thickness. For one
and two layer cases, the terrain conditions were as-
signed to the closest element in the terrain matrix
(i.e. if a terrain condition had a top layer shear wave
velocity of' 140 rn/sec, a layer depth of 3.5 -n, and a sec-
ond layer shear wave velocity of 230 m/sec, it would be :
assigned to terrain matrix element 37, Table 8, having

a top-layer shear wave velocity of 135 m/sec, a layer
depth of 4 mn, and a second layer velocity of 200 rn/sec).

b. Three layer cases were collapsed to two layer cases if
the second layer extended below 7' m or if the first or
third layer velocities were sufficiently close to the,
second layer velocity such that two layers could be
combined. For the latter consideration, the criterion
was that the first (or third layer) was combined with
the second layer if the velocity of the first (or third)
layer was assigned to the same velocity represented in
the terrain matrix as was the second layer. The 7-rn
layer depth was selected based on the sensitivity of the
propagating signatures to layer thicknesses. That is,
comparisons of predicted signatures for one, two, and
three layer cases indicate that they are not very sensi-
tive to changps. in layer thicknesses exceeding 4 mn,
particularly for top-layer shear wave velocities below
400 rn/sec (however, they are very sensitive to shallow
layers less than two metres or so). For cases where
the third layer exceeds 7 m, one of the upper layers
must be 3.5 mn thick or thicker, and as such will tend
to dominate the signature characteristics.

The percent occurrence was obtained by dividing the number of assign-

ments to each terrain matrix element by the number of samples in the

reduced and entire data sets (151 and 418, respectively).

106. The percent occurrence for the terrain matrix elements for

the reduced and entire data sets are presented in the last two columns

of Table 9. Because of the manner in which the reduced and entire data

sets were assigned to the terrain matrix elements, the ranges in seis-

mic velocities represented by each percent occurrence are defined by

the midway point between the seismic velocities and layer depths of ma-

trix elements having adjacent values for these quantities. For example,

the percent of occurrence for matrix element number 1 represents the

top-layer compression wave velocity range from 0 to 245 in/sec (i.e. 245

in/sec is midway between the compression wave velocity for matrix element
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number 1,150 rn/sec, and that of the matrix elements having adjacent
values for the top-layer compression wave velocities, 3140 rn/see).I

10T. The percent occurrences can be used to estimate the fre-

quency of occurrence of terrain environments having defined ranges of'

compression or shear wave velocity by summing the percent occurrence for

all of the terrain matrix elements within the defined ranges of com-

pression or shear wave velocity or layer thickness. For example, the

frequency of occurrence of terrains for which the top-layer compression

wave velocity is less than 2145 rn/sec (i.e. midway between adjacent corn-

pression wave velocities represented in the terrain matrix-150 and 3140

m/sec) can be obtained by suimming the percent occurrence for matrix ele-

ments 1 through 32 (see Table 8). The resulting sum is 11.22 percent.

108. Such estim~ates of the frequency of occurrence of ranges of

seismic velocities and layer d-ýpths can be used as a basis for such

things as selection of test areas, optimization of deployment procedures,

or evaluation of sensor performance. For example, practical considera-

tions constrain the number and representation of test areas that can be

applied to sensor evaluation. However, a strong consideration for sen-

sor evaluation should be that the selected test areas be representative

of ranges of commonly occurring shear and compression wave velocities.

Deployment considerations, such as depth of burial of line sensors, can

be optimized so as to be applicaible to the broadest sets of terrain

conditions.

109. Several assumptions have been made in the process of obtain-

ing the entimates of the distribution of terrain properties. Of these,

the assumptions related to the shear wave velocities are the most sig-

nificant because of the sensitivity of the seismic response to this

parameter. The discussion in the previous paragraphs describing the

estimates of the distribution of signature characteristics should be

interpreted within the following assumptions and limitations:

a. In instances where shear wave velocities were not meas-
ured, the shear wave velocity has been defined to bea
fixed ratio of the compression wave velocity, 0.14 for

soils and 0.55 for rock.
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b. Very little frozen ground data is represented in the
terrain data in Appendix D, even through the frozen

ground condition represents a significant portion of
seismic conditions in worldwide environments.

c. Compression wave velocities are sensitive to water
tables whereas the shear wave velocities are not. Most
of the shear wave velocities in Appendix D are estimated
based on compression wave data.

Distribution of Seismic Response

110. The approach for estimating the frequency of occurrence of

terrains having a defined seismic response consisted first of identify-

ing groups of terrain matrix elements for which the associated signa-

tures had CFs and AACFs in specified ranges. For personnel, the 5 m

distance, man-walking signatures were selected. The groups were de-

fined by ranges in the CF having 20 Hz intervals (0-20 Hz, 20-40 Hz,...)

and order of magnitude changes in the AACF (10 8-10-7 cm/sec, 10-7106

cm/sec,...). The terrain matrix elemerts in each group can be obtained

from Table 8. For example, the terrain matrix elements in the respec-

tive CF and AACF intervals of 0-20 Hz and 10 -4-0-3 cm/sec are 1, 2, 3,

4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20, 23, 24, 27, 28, 31, and 32. The fre-

quency of occurrence for the group is then estimated by summing the per-

cent occurrences for each terrair. matrix element in the group. In the

example, the sum for the appropriate matrix elements is 3.30 percent for

the reduced data set. The groups and frequency of occurrence are pre-

sented in Figure 20 for the 5 m distance, man-walking signatures.

lll. In an analogous manner, the groups and frequency of occur-

rence can be derived for the background noise signatures (M35 at 75 m).

However, as stated in paragraph 96, the groups were defined to have a

10 Hz bandwidth rather than 20 Hz in order to be consistent with the

l1 Hz averaging window used for determination of the CF for the back-

ground noise source. The results are presented in Figure 21.

112, The range in variation in the signature characteristics for

5 m distance, man-walking signatures (Figure 19) is considerable. Fig-
ure 20 shows that the CFs for most of the terrain conditions are less
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than 40 Hz (79 percent of th] r'educ,ýd set of the terrain data have asso-

ciated signatures for which 'the CFs are less than 40 Hz). Although the

AACFs are concentrated in thA myplitud.e region 10-5_10-4 cr/sec and CF

values less than. 40 Hz (53.2 percent of the reduced set of terrains

have been assigned to this region), the AACFs are quite widely distrib-

uted from 10- cm/sec fo'o cm/sec. For testing of point and line

sensors, particularly -chose employing signal processors utilizing fre-

quency information as high as 40 Hz, it wo'ild be desirable to select

four test areas that, at a minimum, spanned the range from the group

defined by (0-20 Hz, 10-7_10-6 cm/sec) to 20-40 Hz, 10-4_10-3 cm/sec).

For example, examination of Table 9 shows that four such terrain condi-

tions, and their associated group (defined within the parentheses)

would be matrix element 96 (0-20 Hz, 10-7-0- cm/sec, matrix element

63 (0-20 Hz, 10--105 cm/sec), matrix element 18 (20-40 Hz, lo--l-0

cm/sec). The shear and compressional wave velocities for these matrix

elements can be obtained from Table 8.

113. The predominant frequencies for the background noise source
(M35 at 75 m) tend to be lower than those of the personnel signatures as

may be seen by comparing the frequency of occurrence for equivalent fre-
quency ranges in Figures 20 and 21. Therefore, the higher frequencies
associated with the personnel signatures at the closer distances can be

exploited for detection, provided adaptive digital filtering or an

alternate technique is applied to reduce the background noise from dis-

tant sources, particularly acoustic sources.
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PART VI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMQENDATIONS

Conclusions

114. A data base consisting of measured and synthetic signature

data spanning a wide range of terrains, target types, travel modes, and

background noise sources has been collected, or generated, and provided

to the RISS-PO (paragraphs 41l and 95).

115. The measured and synthetic signature data have been analyzed

to provide guidance to users. Most notable conclusions are:

a. The frequency characteristics of signatures of intruders
are strong functions of target-to-sensor distances, par-
ticularly for distances between O.5.,and 2 m (paragraph 55).

b. The low-frequency characteristics of the near-distance
signatures are stable features over the range of terrains
represented by the measured data collection (paragraph 62).
However, the target-to-sensor distance for which the low
frequencies predominate becomes smaller as the compression-
and shear-wave velocities of the medium increase.

c. For personnel signatures, the predominant frequencies of
intermediate-distance signatures depend on site properties
(paragraph 64) but are quite independent of the personnel
travel modes (paragraph 66).

d. The large dependence of the frequency and amplitude on
terrain conditions suggests that only the simplest pat-
tern recognition algorithms can be effectively used for
detection and oackground noise suppression unless the
signal processors are made adaptive to the local terrain
conditions (paragraph 65). When such algorithms are
adaptive to the terrain, it may still be desirable to
employ adaptive digital filtering to reduce background
noise prior to implementation of the pattern recognition
algorithms (paragraph 57).

e. The estimated frequency of occurrence of terrains having
defined ranges in signature characteristics shows that
the predominant frequencies of close distance (5 in),
personnel signatures tend to have predominant frequencies
of 140 Hz or less (79 percent of the terrains) but ampli-
tudes varying over four orders of magnitude.

f. The range in variation in amplitude for the same terrain
for near-distance man-creeping signatures is less than
for that of intermediate-distance signatures (paragraph
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Recommendations

116. As a result of this study, the following recomnendations are

made:

a. Test sites for evaluating sensor performance be selected
on the basis of the frequency of occurrence of terrains
having defined ranges in shear- and compression-wave
velocities and in seismic response (paragraph 113).

b. Site documentation at test sites and areas having'poor
sensor performance be done in accordance with the proce-
dures recommended in paragraphs 77 through 84.

c. The application of adaptive digital filtering using
parallel-deployed line sensors be investigated for the
purpose of reducing background noise (paragraph 57).
Such an investigation should include evaluations of both
the economics of deploying parallel line sensors and the
performance of the devices.
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Table 3

Cultural and Natural Background Noise Sources

Cultural Natural

1. Urban areas 1N.* Rain

2. Villages 2N. Sleet.

3. Railroads 3N. Hail
4. Airports 11N. Ice (glaciers, etc.)

5. Amiusements areas (race tracks, etc.) 5N. Wind

6. Waterways (canals, etc.) 6N. Intermittent streams

7. Interstate highways 7N. Streams and rivers

8. Principal highways 8N. Shorelines (coast and lakes)

9. Secondary roads 9N. Waterfalls

10. Dry weather road or trail 10N. Thunder

11. Mines (underground and open pit) 11N. Volcanoes and earth tremors

12. Factories and mills 12N. Rock cracking

13. Generating stations 13N. Animal noise 3
14, Agricultural areas 14N. Storms (sand)
15. Construction operations 15N. ?orests or woodlands

16. Above ground transmission lines 16N. Brush and grasslands

17. Transmission towers (microwave)

18. Pipelines

19. Lock or dam

20. Cpnpsite (recreation)

21. Wells (oil and gas)

22. Wells (water)

23. Windmills and water mills

24. Drawbridges and tunnels

25. Impact areas and firing ranges

26. Cantonments or training areas

27. Schools and institutions

28. Logging activities

29. Plzmping stations

30. Isolated house or building

31. Ihdustrial eanl teit areas

32. Trainways and aeritl cableways

Note: Revised from Table 25, Reference 20.
* N denotes natural on list.
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Table 5

Seismic Compression Wave Velocities for Data Collection Sites

Compression Wave

Site Layer Layer Velocity
Installation No.. No. Depth, m m/sec

Barkadalt APE, LA 1A 1 0.0-4.4 353
2 4.4+ 1700

5 1 0.0-1.2 367
2 1.2+ 533

7 1 0.0-1.5 357
2 1.5+ 595

Fort Hood, TX 5A 1 0.0-2.0 780
2 2.0+ 1950

8A 1 0.0-1.9 1410
2 1.9+ 2825

9 1 0.0-3.1 300
2 3.1+ 1675

March AFn, CA 1 1 0.0-0.9 270
2 0.9 695

2 1 0.0-1.0 590
2 1.0+ 1030

U. S. Naval 1 1 0.0-1.3 220
Weapons Station, 2 1.3+ 1400
Seal Beach, CA 1 0.0-3.5 300

2 3.5+ 1200

3 1 0.0-1.1 165
2 1.1-3.0 497
3 3.0+ 965

4 1 0.0-0.4 200
2 0.4-2.5 265
3 2.5+ 600

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 8

Terrain Matrix

Characteristics of Top Layer/Foundation Material

Terrain Compression-Wave Shear-Wave k First Layer

Matrix Velocity Velocity Thickness

Element , /sec algaec a/cm __

1 150/300 75/125 1.60/1.70 0.25
2 150/300 75/125 1.60/1.70 1.50
3 150/300 75/125 1.60/1.70 2.25

4 150/300 75/125 1.60/1.70 4.00

5 150/340 75/135 1.60/1.70 0.25
6 150/340 75/135 1.60/1.70 1.50
7 150/340 751135 1.60/1.70 2.25
8 150/340 75/135 1.60/1.70 4.00

9 150/500 75/200 1.60/1.80 0.25
10 150/500 75/200 1.60/1.80 1.50
11 150/500 75/200 1.60/1.80 2.25
12 150/500 75/200 1.60/1.80 4.00

13 150/680 75/275 1.60/2.00 0.25
14 150/680 75/275 1.60/2.00 1.50
15 150/680 75/275 1.60/2.00 2.25
16 150/680 75/275 1.60/2.00 4.00

17 150/1450 75/400 1.60/2.05 0.25
18 150/1450 75/400 1.60/2.05 1.50
19 150/1450 75/400 1.60/2.05 2.25
20 150/1450 751400 1.60/2.05 4.00

21 150/2000 75/550 1.60/1.80 0.25
22 150/2000 75/550 1.60/1.80 1.50
23 150/2000 75/550 1.60/1.80 2.25
24 150/2000 75/550 1.60/1.80 4.00

25 150/2000 75/750 1.60/2.10 0.25
26 150/2000 75/750 1.60/2.10 1.50
27 150/2000 75/750 1.60/2.10 2.25
28 150/2000 75/750 1.60/2.10 4.00

29 150/5000 75/1500 1.60/2.50 0.25
30 150/5000 75/1500 1.60/2.50 1.50

(Continued)
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Table 8 (continued)

Terrain Compression-Wave Shear-Wave Bulk First Layer
Matrix Velocity Velocity Density ThicknesIs
Element a/sec rn/sec SAMc3  ii

31 150/5000 75/1500 1.60/2.50 2.25
32 150/5000 75/1500 1.60/2.50 4.00

33 34.0 135 1.70 10.00

34 340/500 135/200 1.70/1.80 0.25
35 340/500 135/200 1.70/1.80 1.50
36 340/500 135/200 1.70/1.80 2.25 *
37 340/500 135/200 1.70/1.80 4.00

38 340/680 135/275 1.70/2.00 0.25
39 340/680 135/275 1.70/2.00 1.50
40 340/680 135/275 1.70/2.00 2.25
41 340/680 135/275 1.70/2.00 4.00

42 340/1450 135/400 1.70/2.05 0.25
43 340/1450 135/400 1.70/2.05 1.50
44 340/1450 135/400 1.70/2.05 2.25
45 340/1450 135/400 1.70/2.05 4.00

46 340/2000 135/550 1. 7011.80 0.25
47 340/2000 135/550 1.70/1.80 1.50
48 340/2000 135/550 1.70/1.80 2.25
49 340/2000 135/550 1.70/1.80 4.00

50 340/2000 135/750 1.70/2.10 0.25
51 340/2000 135/750 1.70/2.10 1.50
52 340/2000 135/750 1.70/2.10 2.25
53 340/2000 135/750 1.70/2.10 4.00

54 340/2750 135/1100 1.70/2.30 0.25
55 340/2750 135/1100 1.70/2.30 1.50
56 340/2750 135/1100 1.70/2.30 2.25
57 340/2750 135/1100 1.70/2.30 4.00

58 500 200 1.80 10.00

59 500/680 200/275 1.80/2.00 0.25
60 500/680 200/275 1.80/2.00 1.50
61 500/680 200/275 1.80/2.00 2.25
62 500/680 200/275 1.80/2.00 4.00

63 500/1450 200/400 1.80/2.05 0.25
64 500/1450 200/400 1.80/2.05 1.50

(Cant inued)
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Table 8 (Continued)

Terrain Compression-Wave Shear-Wave Bulk First Layer.
Matrix Velocity velocity Density Thickness
Element a/se, iec p/~cm

65 500/1450 200/400 1.80/2.05 2.25
66 500/1450 200/400' 1.80/2.05 4.00

67 500/2000 200/500 1.80/1.80 0.25
68 500/2000 200/500 1.80/1.80 1.50
69 500/2000 200/500 1.80/1.80 2.25
70 500/2000 200/500 1.80/1.80 4.00

71 500/2000 200/750 1.80/2.10 0.25
72 500/2000 200/750 1.80/1.80 1.50
73 500/2000 200/750 1.80/1.80 2.25
74 500/2000 200/750 1.80/1.80 4.00

75 500/2750 200/1100 1.80/2.30 0.25
76 500/2750 200/1100 1.80/2.30 1.50
77 500/2750 200/1100 1.80/2.30 2.25
78 500/2750 200/1100 1.80/2.30 4.00

7i655 260 1.70 10.00

80 655/1450 260/400 1.70/2.05 0.25
81 655/1450 260/400 1.70/2.05 1.50
82 655/1450 260/400 1.70/2.05 2.25
83 655/1450 260/400 1.70/2.05 4.00

84 655/2000 260/550 1.70/1.80 0.25
85 655/2000 260/550 1.70/1.80 1.50
86 655/2000 260/550 1.70/1.80 2.25
87 655/2000 260/550 1.70/1.80 4.00

88 655/2000 260/750 1. 70/2 .00 0.25
89 655/2000 260/750 1.70/2.00 1.50
90 655/2000 260/750 1,70/2.00 2.25
91 655/2000 260/750 1.70/2.00 4.00

92 655/2750 26011100 1.70/2.30 0.25
93 655/2750 260/1100 1.70/2.30 1.50
94 655/2750 260/1100 1.80/2.30 2.25
95 655/2750 260/1100 1.80/2.30 4.*00

96 655/4875 260/2500 1.70/2.50 0.25
97 655/4875 260/2500 1.70/2.50 1.*50
98 655/4875 260/2500 1.70/2.50 2.25

99 655/4875 260/2500 1.70/2.50 4.00I ~ ~~~(Continued) (he t5



Table 8 (Continued)]

Terrain Compression-Wave Shear-Wave Bulk First Layer
Matrix Velocity Velocity Dest3hcns
Element m/e L.!/s.... -A/cm 3

100 655/5000 260/1500 1.70/2.50 0.25 -

101 655/5000 260/1500 1.70/2.50 1.501
102 655/5000 260/1500 1.70/2.50 2.25
103 655/5000 260/1500 1.70/2.50 4.00

104 1435 400 1.90 10.00

105 1450/2000 400/550 1.90/1.80 0.25
106 1450/2000 400/550 1.90/1.80 1.50

107 4502000400550 .901.802.2
108 1450/2000 400/550 1.90/1.80 4.00

109 1450/2000 400/750 1.90/2.10 4002

1109 1450/2000 400/750 1.90/2.10 1.250
111 1450/2000 400/750 1.90/2.10 2.250
112 1450/2000 400/750 1.90/2.10 4.00

113 1450/5000 400/1500 1.90/2.50 4002

114 1450/5000 400/1500 1.90/2.50 1.250
115 1450/5000 400/1500 1.90/2.50 2.250
116 1450/5000 400/1500 1.90/2.50 4.00

117 2000 550 1.80 10.00

118 2000/2750 550/1100 1.80/2.30 0.25 -

119 2000/2750 550/1100 1.80/2.30 1.50
120 2000/2750 550/1100 1.80/2.30 2.25
121 2000/2750 550/1100 1.80/2.30 4.00

122 2000/4875 550/2500 1.80/2.50 0.25
123 2000/4875 550/2500 1.80/2.50 1.50
124 2000/4875 550/2500 1.80/2.50 2.25
125 2000/4875 550/2500 1.80/2.50 4.00

126 2000/5000 550/1500 1.80/2.50 0.25
127 2000/5000 550/1500 1.80/2.50 1.50
128 2000/5000 550/1500 1.80/2.50 2.25
129 2000/5000 550/1500 1.80/2.50 4.00

130 2000/2000 750/550 2.10/1.80 0.25
131 2000/2000 750/.550 2.10/1.80 1.50
132 200012000 750/5.si 2.10/1.80 2.25
133 200012000 750/550 2.10/1.80 4.00

(Continued)
(Sheet 4 of 5)



Table 8 (Concluded)

Terrain Compression-Wave Shear-Wave Bulhkt ThirstLaer
Matrix Velocity Velocity Dest3hcns

134 2000 750 2.10 10.00

135 2000/5000 750/1500 2.10/2.50 0.25
136 2000/5000 750/1500 2.10/2.50 1.50
137 2000/5000 750/1500 2.10/2.50 2.25
138 2000/5000 750/1500 2.10/2.50 4.00

139 2400 900 2.10 10.00

140 3200 1200 2.40 10.00

141 2800/4875 1000/2500 2.00/2.50 0.25
142 2800/4875 1000/2500 2.00/2.50 1.50
143 2800/4'175 1000/2500 2.00/2.50 2.25
144 2800/4875 1000/2500 2.00/2.50 4.00

(Sheet 5 of 5)
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Figure 10. Frequency-domain characteristics of personrq'l signatures

for Seal Beach, site 3 (target-to-sensor distance - 6 m)
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APPENDIX A: DESqRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTATZON AND RECORDED DATA

1. This appendix presents a description of the recording instru-

mentation and the documentation of the recorded data. The description

c f the instrumentation includes the data recording equipment, sene rs,

and associated frequency response. The description of the documentation

of the recorded data presents an explanation of the fiald data logs,

Instrumentation

2. Figure Al presents a block diagram of the major components of

the WES analog data recording system. The WES uses a small battery-

powered (d-c) analog recording system. The battery powered system

eliminates noise that can be caused by the trailer-mounted generators

used to power a-c systems. The major components of the WES analog

recording system are given in the following subparagraphs:

a. Seismic signatures were sensed with Model L4-3D triaxial

geophones. The L4-3D geophone is encased in a waterproof

housing. It has a 1-Hz natural frequency and is damped at

70 percent of critical. There are three geophones, each

aligned along one of the Cartesian axes.

b. Acoustic signatures were sensed with a type 4921 outdoor

microphone unit manufactured by Bruel and Kjaer Instruments.

The microphone is a condenser type and permits sound

measurements to be conducted in hostile environmental

conditions. It uses a quartz-coated, 1.27 c,- (1/2 in.)

condenser. The preamplifier Is housed in an atmosphere of

silica gel to reduce moisture problems. The amplifier

has a rotary switch with five 10 db gain steps and a

continuously variable 10 db potentiometer so that a total

amplification of 60 db can be achieved. The frequency

response has a high-pass filter characteristic that is

essentially flat from 50 to 20000 Hz and is 4 Ab down at

20 Hz. The sensitivity is 0.001 volts per microbar. The

unit has a rain cover and windscreen. The dynamic range

is 46 db to 160 db relative to 0.0002 microbars.

Al
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c. An FM magnetic tape recorder, Lockheed Model 417, which

records and reproduces seven channels of data at 1-7/8,

3-3/4, and 7-1/2 in./sec, giving frequency responses of DC

to 625 Hz, DC to 1250 Hz, and DC to 2500 Hz, respectively,

on 1/2-in. tape was used. Data were recorded at 1-7/8 in./sec,

since the 625-Hz upper limit in adequate for this type of

data. Acoustic recordings of vehicle and background noise

data were recorded in the FM mode with the exception of

aircraft signatures. Aircraft nignatures were recorded

whenever possible, in the direct recording mode so as to

allow reproduction of frequencies between 100 and 6250 Hz.

The dynamic range of the tape recorder is 37 db for the FM

mode at a tape speed of 1-7/8 in./sec. The dyanamic range

for the direct mode at that speed is 35 db. The center

frequency for the FM signal is 3375 Hz.

d. A Model 887AB, Fluke Company, digital voltmeter having

self-contained batteries was used to monitor the calibration

voltages.

a. A Tektronix Model 422 portable oscillowcope was used to

monitor the transducer output, the amplifier output to

tape recorder, and the tare recorder output.

f. An electronic counter, Hewlett-Packard 5300, with its

associated power supply was used to align the tape reco:der.

j. WES-designed amplifiers asing cascaded operational ampli-

fiers produce voltage gains of 0.1 to 1000 and are used to

amplify low-amplit'de signals.

h. An oscillograph, Century Model 444, was used to make a

permanent paper record in the fte.Id from the magnetic tape

recorder.

Portions of the previously described equipment were housed in two racks,

shock-mounted in fiberglass operating cases made by Environmental Container

Systems, which have front and back covers and, when in place, form a

shipping container. The other pieces of equipment also have fiberglass

transit cases, which protect the units with 2-in.-thick polyurethane.

A2



This equipment wili operate :rom. four lead-acid automobile batteries f.3r

20 hr before recharging of batteries is necessary. All this equipment

can be installed in a small van for field use and transportation. In

its present form, this equipment has been shipped by airfreight to

various locations throughout the world and has been used successfully in
tests conducted thereafter.

Recorded data

3. The main text presented a description of the typical data

collection scenario (test layout, Figure 1 and test plan, Table 1).

However, deviations from the typical scenario occurred because:

a. Intruder type targets, Puch as tracked vehicles1, were not

always available or the test areas were not suitable for

vehicle runs because of security and¶ environm~ental considerations.

b. The Miles cable was added to the sensor configuv.ation when

possible (Barksdale AFB, Site 1A and March AFB, Site 1)

with the result that one geophone sensor had to be removed

from the recording configuration in order that the total

number of the recorded signatures did not exceed six

channels (one channel was used as a time-event channel,

leaving six available channels on the seven track recorder).

c. The walk path was altered after the first data collection

ef fort (Barksdale AFB, Louisiana; Sites 1A, 5, and 7) to

conform with the description in Figure 1. The semicircular

path was added to aid in the analysis of the variation in

signature amplitudes for a given travel mode independent

of intruder-to-sensor distance.

4. Besause of the deviatious from the typical data collection

plan and test layout, the data logo should be consulted for specific

information concerning data collection at a site. Figure A2 presents an

example of the field data logo. The header information presents the

L area (Barksdale AFB), site number (Site 5), test type (man running),
date of test (15 June 1976), calibration number (4), tects for which

and the instrumentation operators (Reynolds and Savage). The tape

calbraionnumer isuse (Tsts2934,alotpeumr(LC7)



channeltt ate identified in the first colums with the symbols FM and DIR

identifying the •arttcu!&T recording mode, frequency modula.tzd or direct.

The evanr marker in this instance is on channv1 6. A d-c vooi0ra (approxi-

mately one volt) is placed on the tape chavanc "'hene-ier -,he target

paoses an event marker stake. The v¢•ice chaterl in placed on edgetrack.

The second (:olumn, tranducer locaciton, ideutifies the sensors and their

identification antine': whe,7. appropriate (1, 2, and 3 corresponds to Gl,

G2, r-ad G3 in Figure 1). Each site has a figure in the data logo

sivilaz to Figure 1 in the main text that describes the sensor locations,

sensor identification numbers, and target paths. For the geophones, the

particular component uf ground motion being recorded (vertical, radial,

transverse) is identified in the transducer-location column.

5. The next four columns, calibrate value, calibrate step, gain,

and sensitivitX are all related. The geophone channels will be discussed

first. An a-c voltage (20 Hz) is placed on the tape. The root-mean-square

(rus) of this voltage is approximately 1 volt. Since the output voltage

from the sensor is amplified by some factor (gain in column 5), the

applied a-c voltage corresponds to an equivalent voltage level out of

the sensor equal to the voltage applied to the tape divided by the gain.

The equivalent voltage level out of the sensor (that would result in the

a-c voltage applied to the tape for the given gain setting) is referred

to as the a-c calibrate step. The rms value of this voltage is given in

column 4. The a-c calibrate step corresponds to a velocity of the

ground motion (in cm/eec) that is obtained by dividing the sensitivity

(column 6) into the a-c calibrate step. The value of the rms of the

a-c calibrate step is referred to as the calibrate value and is presented

in column 4.

6. A mechanical calibration device is used to calibrate the

microphone channel. A 90 db acoustic sound pressure level (ralative to

0.0002 microbars of pressure) generated by a vibrating diaphram is

recorded on the acoustic channel (channel 7). The gain setting on the

microphone amplifier during recording was 30 db as noted by the arrow in

Figure A2. The specific amplifier and sezikor serial numbers for recording

are presented in columns 7 and 8.
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7. During recording of test 29, the microphone gain setting was

raised by 10 db from 30 db to 40 db (circled in Figure A2) so that

acoustic signal levels lower than those of the mechanical calibration

signal [90 db soimd pressure level (SPL) relative to 0.0002 microbars]
could be recorded. This 10 db change in the gain level means thtt a

voltage level of an acoustic signal equal to the voltage recorded on the

tape for calibration (i.e. the voltage recorded from the 90 db SPL) is

equivalent to 80 db SPL. That is, the gain was increased by 10 db so as

to record signal levels 10 db smaller than the 90 db SPL used during

calibration. Therefore, the value of the gain on the acoustic channel

during calibration and during the particular test of interest should be

obtained from the data logs so as to compute the SPL for the particular

test by subtracting the increase in gain (or adding the decrease in

gain) from the 90 db SPL used for calibration.
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DATA ACQUISITION LOG

LOCATION Sit_.._ TYPE TEST Man Run DATE June 76

CAL NO. 4 TEST NOS. ?-34 TAPE REEL NO. LEC-78

Barksdale AFB., LA OPERATOR Reynolds-SavaEe

Calibrate Calibrate AC Amplifier
Tape Transducer RMB Value Step/Volts Sensitivity Channel Transdticer
ghan Location CM-S.. RMS Gain VLCM/SEC SER. NO. SIN Type

17% 1-vertical 0.057 0.135 8 2.36 4 L4-3D/126

2PM 1-radial 0.059 0.1O405 8 2.36 3 LI-3D/126

3FM 1-transverse 0.056 0,1324 8 2.36 2 L4-3D/126

4FM 2-vertical 0.046 0.1086 10 2.36 10 L4-3D/l

5FM 3-vertical 0.058 n.137 8 2.36 6 L4-3D/127

6FM Event ik.

7DIR Microphone 90d/b SPL 30d/b at CAL B&K/5o618i
8

9

Voice on Edge Track
11

12

13

,.4

REMARKS: Radial axis pointed at road on all L4-30 geophones. B&K microphone is sitting on a
6 in. piece of foam rubber that is 3 ft square. We are using TD com stand which
places mike 3 ft above ground.

Test No. Time Day Hr Min Sec Footage Remarks

CAL 4 16 45 1 min zero levels
I min CAL signal (100 Hz)
I min zero levels

29 16 55 Billy Helmuth Runs from - 10 M to + 20 M;
event marks AL SM interval except - 5M.
BLK mike gain set at 40 db

30 16 56 Helmuth Run + 20 m - 10 M
Event marks at each 5 M
B&K mike gain set at 40 db

Figure A2. Field data logs
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APPZNDIX B: O1 %RVTEW OF THECreTICAL MODELS
OF SIGNATURE CýERATION AND PROPAGATION

1. The considerations in the genet.ition and propagation of

microseismic signaturas are shown in Figure Bl. The medium in which the

microseismic waves propagate is assumed to be composed of layers of

homogenous, viscoelastic material. The source of the seismic energy is

a force or stress applied to the surface of the medium referred to as

the forcing function which causes a corresponding motion in the medium,

The source in not restricted to any one form as long os a stress signal

is available. In practical applications it can be a footstep, a vehicle

(wheeled or tracked), or background noise (e.g. wind-blown vegetation).

Once the energy is coupled into the medium, it propagates away from the

source in various modes. These modes can be interpreted as shear waves,

compression waves, or the multiple modes of Rayleigh waves. In most

cases for intrusion detection devices, the shear, compression, and

higher-order Rayleigh wave modes are small with respect to amplitude in

.comparison with the fundamental Rayleigh wave and can be neglected.

However, when these other modes are not negigible, their effect must be

added, in turn, for a wave prediction. As the waves propegate away from

the source, their amplitudes decrease as computed with the transmission

coefficients. The decrease in amplitude is caused by geometric attenuation

(i.e. the energy is spread over an expanding area as the signal phase

fronts advance over greater distances) and viscous damping (i.e. losses

due to radiation and friction between soil particles). Effects of

topographic features can be estimated through computation of macrogeometry

coefficients. Losses from topographic features are due to energy refraction,

reflection, and wave conversion (e.g, a Rayleigh wave encountering a

discontinuity can become a source of new Rayleigh waves and body waves

with different transmission coefficientq). At the desired range, the

vertical and radial components of particle motion (i.e. displacement,

velocity, and acceleration) can be predicted. The prediction equation

for particle motion as a functfon of range and time is shown below.

I•



Aip(rt) iWt E(S H (1) OK
IPn m mign m'nt (1-1) m'n

where

A - particle motion

I - signal component

p - particle motion number

r - range

t - time

n - frequency number

w - circular fEequency

D - Fourier coefficients for source forcing function

S-mode number

S - surface macrogeometry coefficients

B - source coupling coefficients

H - transmission coefficients

K - wave number

2. Compression wave velocity, shear wave velocity, mass density,

and layer thickness are used in the computation of the wave numbers and

source coupling coefficients for Rayleigh waves. The computations are

all made in the frequency domain, and the signal prediction is converted

to the time domain via an inverse Fourier transform.

3. The source coupling coefficients and the transmission coeffi-

cients for a given range can be combined to form the site transfer func-

tion. Source coupling coefficients have low values at low frequencies

and high values at high frequencies. This frequency response is similar

to that of a high-pass electronic filter. The transmission coefficients

at any given range hAve high values at low frequencies and low values at

high frequencies. This frequency response varies with range and is

similar to that of a low-pass electronic filter. The site transfer

function is the product of the source coupling coeffl.cient and the

transmisskon coefficient at each frequency. The site transfer function

usually has a peaked response similar La that of a band-pass electronic

filter. The frequencies around which the peak is located are the predomi-

nanc frequencies of the site for sources having a broad band of frequencies

32



represented in the forcing function. However, the frequency domains of

the forcing function of most sources tends to decrease with increasing

frequency above 10 Hz. As a result the predominant frequencies of most

signatures at a site tend to be less than the dominant frequencies in

the frequency domain of the site transfer function. Predominant frequencies

vary with the target-to-sensor distance. Any source of input signals

with a component at or near the predominant frequencies will be enhanced

over other frequency components. The relationship between the forcing

function of a source, and the site transfer function and the resulting

frequency characteristics of the signature are illustrated in Figure B2.

4. Forcing functions for men-walking, -creeping, -crawling, ana

-running have been developed using a simplified modpl in which the mass

of the matt is transferred from one support (a foot1, hand, or elbow) to

another at a rate descriptive of the particular travel mode (walking,

running, crawling, or creeping). The computation of the forcing func-

tion is based on the dynamics resulting from the mass of the person

being transferred to a surface modeled as a spring damper system. The

equation used to compute the forcing function is

e y +C + (y) *F()

where

M - effective mass of mazi and soil
e

y -vertical displacement

C5 M damping constant

0(y) - spring force exerted by ground surface

F - applied force from man's weight

yand y in equation (1) denote first and second derivatives with

respect to time. It shoult' be noted that M is a function of time

and in turn is dependent on the rate of transfer of mass from one

support to another. This rate of transfer is referred to as the loading

rate.

5. The ground surface nearly always ha. two spring 1Zorces: that

of the spring force exerted on an increasing load under compression

B3



conditions, and that of the spring force that acts on a decreasing loadI
during rebound conditions. Normally the rebound spring constant (i.e.

shape of the force-deflection curve) is much higher than the co~mpressionI
spring conutant (the compression spring constant is often referred to as

the coefficient of subgrade reaction k a, in the literature dealing
with pavement design) *l6 The compression spring constant can have one

of several shapes:'- (a) it can be linear; (b) it can increase as the,

vertical deflection y increases (compaction or strain-hardened condition);

or (c) it can decrease as the vertical deflection y increaser (fluidization

form in Figure B3.

6. Simplified functions are fitted to the curves in Figure B33
such that:

a. For compaction conditions:

K y

2

Z max

b. For plastic conditions:

K y
*(y) 2

+ +
z2
max

where

K - spring constant for the linear approximation of the
sc force-deflection curve for compaction condition

K - spring constant for the linear approximation of the force-
T' deflection curve for the plastic condition.

Z deflection at maximum bearing strength. For compaction
mxcondition, Zma is the deflection asymptote for y under

high loads; for plastic condition, Zme is the deflected

beyond which the material appear. to collapse under a force
asymptote F j

max

*Raised numbers refer to similarly numbered items in "References" at
end of main text.
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APPENDIX C: SITE DOCUMENTATION PROCEDURES

Surface and near-surface
terrain factors

1. The geometry and rigidity of the surface over which the in-

truder travels control the amount of seismic energy generated and coupled

to the substrate. For this reason, the surface microgeometry surveys,

cone index readings, and plate-load tests are made along the personnel

paths and or vehicle trails. Major surface irregularities can modify

the propagating surface wave; therefore, the ground surface geometry

between the intruder and sensor must also be defined.

2. Surface geometry. Surface microgeometry profiles are measured

with a good-quality surveying level or theodolite. Rod readings accurate

to at least 1 cm are taken at all major breaks in the walk line or

roadway to define the long-wavelength irregularities. This is particularly

true for geophone-type sensors (as opposed to line sensors). When

vehicle signatures are involved, several samples (three or four samples

3 m long per 100 m of roadway) of surface profiles are obtained with rod

readinge made 6vsry 25 cm. Finally, several samples (three or four

samples 50 cm long per 100 m of roadway) are obtaiued with rod readings

every 5 cm. The sample points are selected to characterize the kind and

distribution of surface roughness in the roadway. The surveys at the

three levels of generalization (i.e. rod readings at major breaks in the

roadway and at 25 and 5 cm) are superimposed to reconstruct (statistically)

the surface roughness of the trail or roadway. In addition, photographs

of the ground surface are always obtained.

3. Soil otrength. Of the several techniques available (e.g.

plate load tests, determination of California Bearing Ratio, measurement
of cone penetration resistance, etc.), the ,w.asurement of reference cone
penetration resistance as obtained with the standard soil trafficability

cone (Chapters 2 aud 9 of Reference 17) is the most convenient method

for describing soil strength for seismic signatures studies. The cone

penetrometer is an instrument used to obtain an index of in situ shear

strength of soil. It consists of a 30-deg cone with a 0.5- or 0.2-sq in.

base area mounted on one end of a shaft. The shaft has circumferential
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bands indicating depth of penetration. At the top of the shaft is

mounted a dial indicator within a proving ring, which indicates the

force applied axially to the penetromete?. The instrument is forced

vertically into the soll while records are made of the dial reading for

various sinkage depths. ?or seismic signatures studies, cone index are

measured to a depth of 30 cm with measurements at 0-, 15-, and 30-cm

depths. At least 15 cone penetration readings should be made (and

averaged) for each area where cone penetration resistance measurements
are desired.

4. The cone penetrometer has been modified by WES so that th3

cone can be inserted into the ground mechanically.. A low-speed reversi-

ble electric motor is mounted on a frame that is attached to the front

bumpter of a military truck. The motor is used to apply the axial force

on the cone. The force is measured by a load cell, and the vertical

distance traveled is measured mechanically. Mechanical cone penetrometers

should be used, if available. This instrument has three advantages over

the standard trafficability cone penetrometer:

a. A more constant force is applied to the cone.

b. Higher cone index values can be obtained with the mechanical

cone penetrometer than with the standard trafficability

cone penetrometar.

c. The mechanically driven penctrometer can supply an analog

signal on both cone index value and depth of penetration,

which can be recorded graphically as the test progresses.

5. If the walk line or roadway is quite rigid, cone penetration

readings cannot be obtained. A description of the walk line or road

surface is very important and in such instances, includes a description

of the type and coidition of the surface, i.e. concrete, bituminous

pavement, brick, stone, crushed rock or coral, waterbound macadam,

gravel, natural or stabilized soil, shell, cinders, disintegrated granite,

etc.

6. Soil moisture and density. Where cone penetrometer readings

density are taken at each cone penetration point at the surface (0- to

5-cm layer) and at depthe of 15 and 30 cm.
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Subsurface factors

7. The subsurface factors between the target and geophones that

affect the propagating wave are wet density, shear and compression wave

velocities, and thicknesses of each layer. Two methods of obtaining the

seismic velocity will be discussed, refraction seismic survey and the

vibratory techniques. Standard refraction seismic surveys are conducted

(at selected sampling locations at the data collection site depending on

the diversity of subsurface conditions) to obtain compression and shear

wave velocities and layering to a depth of 10 m. Shear wave velocities

end layer depths can also be obtained using vibratory techniques. The

compression and hear wave velicity and refraction layer thicknesses of

the materials ovr.r which the intruder traverses provide a good indica-

tion of how the mechanically applied energy will couple to the ground;

therefore, these parameters should be measured. To obtain a measure of

the compression and chear wave velocities and thicknesses of the refrac-
18

tion layers, a refraction seismic survey must be conducted at each

test site. Several portable seismographs are comercially available.

WES uses a WES-modified GeoSpace Corporation GT-2B, 12-channel portable

seismograph.15 This seismic instrument is designed to record, on film

or direct-write oscillograph, shallow refracted data from 1 to 12 inputs,

depending on the number of desired recording traces. Thxe X-25 Model L-I

geophone and a double-ended portable spread cable with HS-20 polarized

takeouts at 24-ft intervals are used in conjunction with the CT-2B

seismograph recorder. The GT-2B recorder has been modified, so that #a

oscillograph (Centruy wide-band 444) trace can be seen while testing is

in process. Any seismic refraction equipment similar to the above-

mentioned items should yield the desired information. To obtain additional

definition of the near-surface compression wave velocity and refraction

layers; the spacing between geophones is small (i.e. approximately

25 cm). Otherwise, techniques for conducting the survey are similar to

more conventional refraction seismic survey techniques (Reference 17).

The vibratory technique relies on the theoretical relationship between

the Rayleigh and shear wave velocities to obtain the shear wave velocity.

For reasonable values of Poisson's ratio (between 0.1 and 0.5), the

C3



shear wave velocity is within 10 percent of the Rayleigh wave velocity.

A variable frequency vibrator is used to induce ground motion at the

surface of the medium. The resulting ground motion is predominantly

Rayleigh waves. The velocity of the Rayleigh waves is then measured

using geophones properly spaced along the line of wave propagation. WES

field teams use a Ling Model MKV50, 50 lb maximum force vibrator built

to WES specifications so as to operate as an inertial mass system. The

vibrator induces frequencies into the medium ranging from 25 to 400 Hz.

Supplemental site descriptive data

8. Geologic, vegetation, and meteorologic data on a site can be

quite useful in extrapolating the test results from one site to other

areas. These descriptions are prepared with the aid of personnel (Soil

Conservation Service staff, etc.) familiar vith the area. The informa-

tion includes a statement on geology, name and description of the physio-

graphic and landform unit, site topographic position, estimates of depth

to the water table, land use, coil parent material, and description of

the soil profile.1 9 Also, vegetation formation 4s identified and listed.

A formation is a major vegetational unit; for instance, deciduous forest,

boreal forest, or grassland,. Additional eata, such as plant species and

their respecitve densities can be identified or qualitatively measured

through photograpLs of the data collection sites.
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APPENDIX E: BACKGROUND NOISE AND SUPPLLHENTAL TERRAIN
DESCRIPTION DATA FOR SELECTED AREAS AND SITES

1. The four areas selected for data collection were Barksdale AFB,

Louisiana; Fort Hood, Texas; March AFB, California; and U. S. Naval

Weapons Station, Seal Beach, California. Brief descriptions of these

areas were presented in the main text. This appendix presents descriptions

of the physiography, geology, and soils for the selected areas. Potential

background noise sources are also identified for data collection sites.

2. Maps indicating the location of the selected data collection

sites are presented in Figures El-E4. The Universal Transverse Mercator

(uT') grid coordivites for the selected sites are presented in Table El.

A discussion of the physiography, geology, and soils is presented in tb'h

following paragraphs. Potential background noise sources and their

respective distances from the data collection sites are presented in

Table E2. The types of sources identified by the alpha-numeric symbols

are keyed to the list of potential sources in Table 3 of the main text.

3. Barksdale AFB. Louisiana. The Barksdale AFB reservation is

located just east of Bossier City in Bossier Parish, northwest Louisiana.

Shreveport, the second largest city in Louisiana (population: 180,000

in 1970), is located across the Red River from Bossier City. Bossier
2 2

Parish has a total land area cf about 2150 km (823 ml ); an additional
2 2

75 km (28 ml ) are in lakes, streams, and ponds. The Red River forms

the western boundary of the parish.

4. Bossier Parish is in the upper part of the western Gulf Coastal

Plain, a young coastal plain which grades inland to a mature plain.

There are three major physiographic divisions in the parish: the alluvial

valley of the Red River, the broad str,..am terraces that border most

major streams (locally known as flatwoods), and the Tertiary uplands of

the western Gulf Coastal Plain. The Red River flows southward in a

meandering course, cov3ring somE 95 km (60 mi) within the parish.

Although there are many flat, slowly drained areas, the drainage system

is generally well developed. Natural surface drainage is mainly to the

suuth, towards the Gulf of Mexice. All major surface drainage systems

in the parish flow to the Red River.

El
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5. Climate in Bossier Pari'k i, itt &. ; rincipally by its

subtropical latitude, the huge laud mass €• t ' 't, and the prox•,mity

of the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Loco! aoiifications ore

caused by variations in topography. Changes in temperature are sometimes

extreme. Average yearly temperature at Barksdale AnD is 18.3"C (65.0-F).

Average yearly precipitation is 1186 an (46.7 in.).

6. The three major physiographic divisions of the parish are

found in the reservation. The western half of the reservation lies in

the alluvial valley of the Red River. Main base installations, e.g.,
Base Headquarters, runways, amunition storage areas, etc., are in this

western sector. The broad stream terraces are found in the eastern

half, between Red Chute Bayou and Flag Lake in the northern sector and

in the southeastern sector of the reservation. The Tertiary uplands are

located in the northeast sector of the reservation. Most of the highlands

in the easten. half are in forest. Surface drainage In the reservation

is generally from noth to south. Top-graphic elevations range from

61 m (200 ft) to 91+ m (300 ft) in the eastern sector of the reservation

to 48± m (160± ft) in the western alluvial plain. The highest elevations

(104+ m) are found in the northeast sector.

7. Surface geology of the reservation is relatively simple.

Recent alluvium is found in the western half, i.e. in the Red River

alluvial valley and the flood plain of Fifi Bayou. Pleistocene terrace

deposits of the Prairie Formation are found in the highlands between Red

Chute Bayou and Fifi Bayou. These terrace deposits consist mostly of

sparsely graveliferous quartz sand and clay with maximum elevations of

about 67 m (220 ft). Undifferentiated Pleistocene terrace deposits

consisting mainly of quartz and ironstone gravel, quartz sand, and clay

are found in the southeast sector of the reservation, at elevatious

ranging from 60 m (200 ft) to 122 m (400 ft). Massive to cross-bedded

quartz sands of the Carrizo Formation (Eocene) overlie lignitic sands

and silty clays of the undifferentiated Wilcox Group in the northeast

sector of the reservation. The younger Carrizo Formation is found at

elevations gkeater than 91 m (300 ft). Strata of the Carrizo Formation

E2



and the undifferentiated Wilcox crop out in the vicinity of the Sligo

cil and gas field, where they form the Tertiary uplands.

8. The pedogenesis of soils reflects the physiographic and

geologic characteristics of the region. Accordingly, three main types

of pedological conditions can be recognized in the reservation: soils

of the Red River alluvial valley, soils of the Pleistocene terrace

deposits, and soils of the Tertiary uplands.

a. Soils of the Red River alluvial valley: these alluvial

soils occupy the western half of the reservation. They

consist mainly of stratified reddish-brown to dark-brown

and dark-gray to gray silty clay or clay (CH-11H), silt

loam (CL-ML), very fine sandy loam (ML), silty clay loam

(CM), and very plastic (fat) clay (CH). Soil profiles can

change very rapidly with location. Local differences in

surface elevation ordinarily do not exceed 3 m (10 ft) in

the alluvial valley and average less.

b. Soils of the Pleistocene terrace deposits: these soils

developed on the stream terrace deposits that are found

along the eastern margin of the Red River alluvial valley.

Two main pedologic conditions can be recognized: soils

that developed on dissected stream terraces and soils that

developed on nearly level to very gently sloping terraces.

In the first case, the soils consist mainly of dark grayish-

brown to red very fine sandy loam (ML) stratified with

yellowish-red to red plastic (fat) clay (CH). 7.1 the

second case, the soils consist mostly of gray to grayish-

brown silt loam (ML) over silty clay co clay (CL-CH) and

sandy silt (ML) over plastic (fat) clay (CV) or silty clay

(CL-CH). Soil profiles vary with location. In the flatwoods,

the topography is generally level to gently sloping,

except for dissected areas along streams. Lccal relief

seldom exceeds 6 m (20 ft), except along escarpments,

c. Soils of the Tertiary uplands: these soils have developed

on the Tertiary uplands of the western Gulf Coastal Plain.
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In the Barksdale AFB reservation, Mwo main pedologic

conditions can be recognized: soils that developed on

gently sloping to rolling uplands and soils that developed

on gently sloping to hilly sandy uplands. In the first

condition, the soils are mainly yellowish-red to bt.rwa

fine sandy loam (SM-ML) that contains some ironstone

gravel over silty clay or clay (CH-M) of medium to high

plasticity or gravelly fine sandy loam (SM) and silty clay

or clay (CL-CH) over otratified sandy clay (SC) and clay

(CL). The silty clay or clay contains 10-20 percent of

ironstone gravel. In the second condition, the soils

consist mostly of brownish-yellow to yellowish-red loamy

fine sand (SM) over sandy clay (CL) or clayey-sand (CL-ML)

and grayish-brown fine s t-y loam (SC) over dark-red fine

uahdy loam (SM) Lo sandy clay loam (SM-SC). The topography
of the Tertiary uplands is varied; there are gently sloping

divides and hilly, broken, strongly dissected eacarp~nen.

Potential background noise sources

9. Seismic and acoustic potential background noise sources present

in the reservation can be classified, on the basis of their nature, into

cultural and natural. Cultural background noise sources are prevalent

in the western half of the reservation, for it is here that most of the

buildings and operational activities of the base are found. As previously

stated, the western sector of the reservation borders on the urban

(industrial and residential) areas of Bossier City. Main base installations,

e.g., Base Headquarters, runways, taxiways, parking aprons, amunition

storage areas, etc., are located in the western half. U. S. 1-20,

U. S. 80, and the Illinois Central Railroad run east-west Just tiorth of

the reservation. U. S. 71 and the Kansas City Southern Railroad run

northwest-southeast along the wast margin of the reservation. Several

paved and unpaved roads and trails are found in the vicinity of or

inside the reservation. Bottom lands of the Red River located north,

west, and south of the reservation are generally level and largely used

for agriculture. Crop lands and pasture (dairy and beef cattle' are the
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main agricultural use. Some of the land inside the western half of the

reservation is used for pasture and small (family type) vegetable gardens.

Natural background noise sources in the western half comprise primarily

che surface drainage features and the vegetative cover, mostly grasslands

and shrubs. Deer are fairly abundant in the reservation. Other principal

game onimals are gray squl.rrel, fox squirrel, cottontail tabbit, and

swamp rabbit. During the winter season, numerous species of ducks and

wild geeso are common.

10. The uplands and stream terraces are mostly wooded, mixed pine

and various hardwods. A small precentage of these lands is in pastures.

A base housing project is located at the southwest end of Flag Lake.

Thnre are several oil and gas wells in the east half of the reservation.

Other hydrocarbons production related fa..ilities, e.g., separation

unlits, compressors, pipelines, etc., are found in this sector of the

reservation. There is a good network of roads in the highlands, mostly

related to the oil and gas production activities.

Data collection Eites

J. On the basis of the physiographic, geologic, and pedologic

div•, .ty found in the resetvation and on the basis of the potential

background noise sources identified from topographic maps and aerial

photographs of the reservation, nine sites were originally selected for

the field data collection effort. Seismic refraction surveys were made

in all these sites to determine the seismic range in site conditions.

Based on the seismic range obtained and on a field reconnals ance of

potential background noise souvces found in the reservaticn, three siteu

were finally selected for detuiled selmmic and acoustic data collection:

Sites 1A, 5, and 7 (Figure El).

Site 1-A

12. The topographic map elevation is 50 m. This site is located

on the west side of the alert area of the airfield. This is a maximum

security area protected by intruaior sensing devices. The site is

located in the alluvial plain of the Red River, in n'iarly level to very

gently sloping river front lands.

E
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Site 5
13. The topographic map elevation is 61 m. Site 5 is located on

the east margin of a light duty road that runs north to the village of

Bodcau. The site location is on the dissected stream terrace (Prairie

formation) just west of Flag Lake.

Site 7

14. The topographic map elevation is 81 m. Site 7 is located on

the south side of a light duty road. The site is located on a gently
sloping to rolling Tertiary upland (undifferentiated Wilcox group) of

the western Gulf Coastal Plain.

Fort Hood, Texas

General location

15. The Fort Hood military reservation is located in Bell and
Coryell Counties of east ckatral Texas. The -Main Post area is about

72 km (45 mi) southwest of Waco. The town of Killeen [Population: 35,507

(1970 Census)] borders on the southern boundary of the reservatizIn, just

east of the Main Post area. The area of the reservat'on is 87,133 hectares

(117,827 acres). Fort Hood has a good network of all-weather roads;

there are paved airfields at North Fort Hood and at West Fort Hood. The
cominercial airport at Killeen services the Main Post area. With the

exception of the North Fort Hood, Main Post, and West Fort Hood cantonment

facilities, most of the reservation is unpopulated open range. Access

to most areas in the reservation is usually unrestricted to the general
+public. A large (23,800 hectares) off-limits impact area is located in

the center of the reservation. A map of Fort Hood, excluding the

sout;*western sector is presented in Figure E2.

Physiography

16. North and east of the Edwards Plateau of Texas is the Central

Texas section of the Great Plains physiographic province, a region from
which much of the plateau-making limestone strata have been removed.

The eastern part of the Central Texas section is a submaturely disseeted
plateau which extends from Fort Wortd south to the Colorado River; the

name "Comanche Plateau" has been given to this region. The higher and
more sharply eroded western part of the Comanche Plateau has been called
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the "Lampasas Cut Plain." The Fort Hood reservation is in the Lampasas

Cut Plain. At Fort Hood, the Lampasas Cut Plain consists mainly of a

partly dissected plain from ihich rise remnants of the old plateau.

These remnants now stand as sparsely wooded, commanding hills and ridges

30 to 60 m above the general level of the plain. The plain itself is

smooth and grass-covered in places and dissected and sparsely wooded in

others. The smooth areas are separated by dissected areas that are

characterized by V-shaped valleys, 30 to 45 m deep, which slope steeply

to narrow bottoms. The terrain varies from gently rolling plains throughout

the southern part to fairly high hills and generally broad valleys in

the rest of the reservation. Main surface drainage in the southern part

is provided by Clear Creek and Nolan Creek. Clear Creek is in the

southwest sector and is not shown in the map (Figure E2). The northern

portion is drained by Owl Creek, Henson Creek, Turnover Creek, and the

Leon River. The reservation is traversed from west to east by Cowhouse

Creek which drains the aentral part. All streams drain into the Belton

Reservoir, but are not affected by the level of the lake. Several

lakes, 25 hectares or less, are found in the reservation; most of them

are artifically impounded. The vegetation includes open grasslands,

dense thickets of juniper, other brush, heavy stands of live oak, and

moderate stands of post oak and Spanish oak in various combinations.

Wooded areas vary in size, type, and density of growth, especially in

the vicinity of streams and lakes. The average yearly rainfall at Fort

Hood is 772 mm (30.4 in.). Maximum rainfall is in September and May,

the tainimum is in July. Average snowfall is lesa than one day/month

during December, January, or February. Measurable amounts of snow are

rare. The mean annual temperature is 20°C (68°F). Maximum temperatures

occur in July and August, at which time the mean miximum is 43.5°C. The

coldest months are December and January; m.an minimum is 3.5'C.

Geolog!

17. The surface geology of thie area strongly reflects the physlo-

graphic conditions described above. The Balcones Fault Zone, with its

east-facing fault scarps, runs south from the vicinity of Waco through

just west of Austin and generally marks the boundary between the predomi-

nately Cretaceous rocks of the Comanche Plateau and the younger Tertiary

rccks of the western Gulf Coastal Plain. About 15 km east of the reservation,
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ýn the vicinity of the town of Belton, several north-south trending

faults have faulted the exposed Cretaceous strata. No major faults were

observed during the field reconnaissance of the reservation; however,

several minor faults (e.g., in Cowhouse and Owl Creeks) were seen. Most

of the remnants of the old plateau, e.g., Seven Mile Mountain, Black

Mountain, Yout Oak Mountain, Royalty Ridge, etc., are capped by resistant

limestone strata of the Lower Cretaceous Washita Group and the underlying

upper part of the Fredericksburg Group. The Comanche Peak Limestone

underlies the Fredericksburg Group and, in places, is also found capping

some of the highlands, e.g., Blackwell Mountains, Lone Mountain, Dalton

Mountains.

18. The Comanche Peak Limestone iutcrops extensively along the

valleys of Owl and Nolan Creeks, where it overlies the Walnut Clay

(Lower Cretaceous). The Walnut Clay ie exposed over large areas of the

reservation and forms, in most places, the present surface of the partly

dissected plain. The Walnut Clay consists mainly of a t~equence of clay,

limestone, and shale; the limestone is usually chalky or marly, nodular,

and contains a few thin (less than 1 m) hard beds rich in sparry calcite.

Massive beds of megafossils (Texigryphaea) are common in the lower part

of the Walnut Clay. In a normal stratigraphic sequence, the Paluxy Sand

underlies the Walnut Clay: however, over much of the reservation, the

Glen Rose Formation (Lower Cretaceous) eirectly underlies the Walnut

Clay, which indicates that over much of this area the Paluxy Sand pi-Liches

out. The Glen Rose is the oldest formation exposed in the reservation;

it consists primarily of a fine grained, in parts arenaceous, chalky to

hard limestone with abundant marine megafussils and which is interbedded

with less resistant units of clay, marl, and sand. The Glen Rose Formation

outcrops extensively along the upper valley of Cowhouse Creek and its

tributaries. Several Pleistocene river terrace deposits are found along

the valley of the Leon River, and along the valleys of Cowhouse Creek

and Table Rock Creek. These deposits consist mainly of fine alluvial

sediments (fine sand, silt, and clay); thin beds of gravel (less than

25 cm) are common near the base of exposed sections. Recent alluvium is

found in the floodplains of most major streams; these deposits are

generally deficient in coarse sand and gravel.
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Soils

19. Soils in the reservation range from clay soils (CL or CH) to

sandy clay loams (SC), depending on parent material and physiographic
position. Residual soils are generally high in fines (clay soils), the

amount of coarse material. (rock fragments) in the solum varying with

topographic posit!Nn. Residual soils predominate over most of the
teservation. Alluvial soils are mainly silty clays (CH), clay loars

(CL), silty clay loams (CL), and sandy clay loams (CL-SC); these soils

are found in river terrace deposits and in the floodplains of rajor

streams. These alluvial soils are deficient in sand and gravel; a few

local gravel deposits were see- during the field reconnaissance. At

most five percent of the reservation can be classed as alluvial soils.

The soils at Fort Hood are usually dark brown in the deeper solums and

light brown to yellowish-brown in the shallower soil cover of steep and

high lands. The darker soils are generally high in fat clays (CH),

especially of the montmorillonite type. These cleys expand or contract

excessively with increases or decreases in moisture. Most valley walls

and slopes have very little soil cover; bedrock is frequently exposed.

Shallow, stoney clay soils (GC), often lese than 15 cm deep, develop in

hills and ridges from weathered limestone.

Potential background noise sources

23. On the basis of their nature, seismic and acoustic potential

background noise sources can be classified into cultural and natural.

At Fort Hood, cultural background noise sources are prevalent in or near

developed or urban areas, e.g., the North Fort Hood, Main Post, and West

;•ort Hood cantonment facilities. U. S. and State highways, e.g., U. S. 190

and State 36, and railroads, e.g., the Atchinson, Topeka, and Santa Fe,

cross the reservation and are open to unrestricted traffic. Highway

traffic is normally light, except during the morning and evening rush

hours. Most of the reaervation lands are relatively undeveloped; natural

background noise sources predominate in these areas. However, military

training operations and tactical exercises can intermittently and very

pronouncedly disrupt natural conditions, eapecially in the large impact

area located in the center of the reservation.
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Data collection sites

21. Based on previous REMBASS 'teld studies conducted by WES at

Fort H:od, and on the evaluation and •nalysis of the terrain data obtained

from available literature sources, 16 field sites were considered and

visited prior to the final selection of sites for the field data collection

effort. Of these, three sites were selected as being representative of

the environmental range of variationt found in the reservation: Sites 5A,
8A, and 9.

Site 5A

22. The topographic map elevation is 305 m. The site is located

just south of Elijah Road, in the west-cantral part of the reservation.

The site Is ou a partially dissected area which developed on the Walnut

Clay.

Site 8A

23. The topographic map elevation is 284 z. The site is located

northeast-southwest on a flat hill which lies between the north and

south forks of Nolan Creek, in the southeastern part of the reservation.

The flat hill is a tableland developed on Lower Cretaceous limestone

(Duck Creek Limestone?)

site 9

24. The topographic map elevation is 232 m. The site is located

northwest-southeast along a tank trail on the north or left bank of

Nvrth Nolan Creek, in the southeastern part of the reservation. The

site 13 in the floodplain of North Nolan Creek.

March AFB, Riverside, California

General location

25. Base Headquarters facilities are located 2 km south of the

town of Edgemont, which is about 8 km southeast from downtown Riverside.

Tue Escondido Freeway (U. S. 395) and the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe

Railroad run northwest-southeast through the reservation, the larger

sector of the reservation being west of the freeway. Base Headquarters

and airfield facilities are located ini the eaatern sector. A base
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residential area (Arnold Heights) Is located about 0.S km west of the

airfield, across the Escondido Freeway. The estimated area of the

reservation is 3250 hectares (32.50 km 2). There is a good network of

all weather roads in and around the reservation.

Physiography

26. The reservation is located in the Los Angeles Ranges section

of the Pacific Border physiographic province; thir section is characterized

by narrow ranges and broad fault blocks with interspersed alluviated

lowlands and iiolated hills or groups of hills. The so-called "Valley

of Southern California" consists of all the lowlands between the San

Gabriel and the San Bernardino Mountains on the north and east, the San

Jacinto and the Santa Aria MountainR on the south, and the Pacific Ocean

on the west. Southeast of the Sunta Ana River, a valley nearly 40 km

wide between the San Jacinto and the Santa Aria .ountains extends to the

southeast for at least 65 km. Broad irregular belto of alluvium occupy

a part of this area, the remainder of which is diversified by hills and

low mountains. The name "Perris flain" has been given to the main

alluvium covered area. As seen from the mountains on either side, the

surface of this valley, a dowm-faulted block or graben, is a lowland.

The eastern sector of the reservation is in the Perris Plain. Most of

the western Pector lies on hills which border the alluvial plain.

27. There are no perennial streams in the reservation. The

vestern sector is drained mainly by intermittent streams which flow into

the Gage Canal or into Lake Mathews, a reservoir located about 10 km

southwest of the reservation. The eastern sector is drained by intermittent

streams which either disappear in the alluvial fill of the graben or

flow into the Perris Valley storm drain. The average yearly precipitation

at Iarch AFB is 230 mm. The wettest uionth is January. The driest month

is August. The mean yearly temperature is 17*C. The mean yearly maximum

Is 24.5*C. The mean yearly minimum is 9.5*C.

Geology

28. As previously stated, the reservation is in a down-faulted

block or graban which lies between the San Jacinto Mountains and the

Santa Ana Mountains. The general trend of the graben is northwest-

southeast; the San Jacinto Fault Zone is on the north side of the graben

Ell
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and the Elsinore Fault Zone on the south, No faults have been mapped in

the reservation. The eastern sector and a strip 1 to 2 km wide located

west of the Escondido Freeway (Highway 395) are in the Recent alluvial

fill. Most of the western sector lies on hills composed of Mesozoic

tonalite (quartz diorite) and diorite. The Recent alluvial deposits are

generally unconsolidated. A depth greater than 400 m has been reported

for the alluvial fill in this area.

Soils

29. The soils at the reservation consist of soils developed on

the alluvial fill (San Joaquin loam and sandy loam) and residual soils

developed on the abyssal rocks (Hc¢lland aandy loams). The soils of the

alluvial fill are mainly loams ()L and CL) and sandy loams (SM and SC).

These soils are red to light red in color, with variations of yellowish-

red, brownish-red, or pronounced reddish-brown color. The soils are

underlain at depths ranging from a few centimeters to a meter by a red

or reddish-brown, practically impervious hardpan. The hardpan varies in

thickness from a few centimeters to as much as 2 m. It consists of

materials similar to the overlying subsoil, cemented by precipitation of

iron salts carried in solution by percolating water. The hardpan is

generally underlain by a more permeable substratum which resembles the

surface material. These soils are low in organic matter, contain little

or no concentration of lime, and have a tendency to bake and become hard

during extended dry periods. The surface is generally marked by conspicuous

low mounds and intervening shallow depressions or "hog wallows." Owing

to the impervious hardpan and to the accumulation of surface water in

the depressions, the soils become wet and boggy after heavy or prolonged

rains. The residual soils develop on the abyssal rocks (tonalite and

diorite) and consist primarIly of sandy loums (SM and SC). Residual

soils range in color from dark brown or brown to slightly reddish-brown.

The solum sometimes extends to bedrock with little change, but in most

places the surface soil is underlain by a subsoil somewhat redder in

color, heavier in texture and more compact, which passes at a depth of

leas than 2 m into partly weathered rock material and then into solid

rock. These residual soils are found on hilly to mountainous topography;
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a stony sandy loam (GC), common on hill tops and slopes, contains con--

siderable quantities of rock fragments. Rock outcrops are also common in
these areas.

Potential background noise sources

30. On the basis of their nature, potential seismic and acoustic

background noise sources at March AFB can be classified into cultural

and natural. Cultural background noise sources predomizate in tba

eastern sector of the reservation, i.e., the area east of the Escondido

Freeway (U. S. 395), for it is here that the airfield and Base Headquarte's

facilities are located. In addition, frequent landings and takeoffs of

aircraft and low overhead flights augment the mix of cultural background

noises. The Escondido Freeway is heavily traveled, especially during

the morning and evening rush hours. The western sector is also exposed

to a fairly heavy concentration of cultural background noises, especially

in the vicinity of the freeway and the Arnold Heights base residential

area. The northwestern and southwestern areas of the reservation hava

the lowest concentration of cultural background noise sources and,

consequently, natural background noises predominate in these areas;

however, even in these two areas, the mix of background noises can be

seriously and intermittently affected by activities in nearby orchards,

in the weapons storage area, and in several gravel pits located In the

southwestern part of the reservation.

Data collection sites

31. Two sites were selected at March AFB for field data collection.

Table E2 provides a listing of potential background noise sources identi-

fied within given distances from each field data collection site.

Site 1

32. The topographic map elevation is 451 m. The site is located

at the southeast end of the runway, off a taxiway. The site is on the

alluvial fill which blankets the graben in this area. Boring records in

the vicinity of this site show 90 cm of sandy loam (SM), 140 cm of sandy

clay loam (CL), and 75 cm of sandy loam (SM). Total depth of the bore

hole is 3.05 m (10 ft).
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Site 2

33. The topographic map elevation is 521 m. The site is located

on the northwest side of a light duty road to the weapons storage area.

The site is on residual soil with abundant rock fragments, which developed

on a hill underlain by tonalite (quartz diorite).

U. S. Naval Weapons Station, Seal Beach, California

General location

34. The reservation is located in Orange County. It is bounded

on the north by the San Diego Freeway (U. S. 405), on the east by the

Bolsa Chica Channel, on the south by the Bolsa Chica Channel amid the

Pacific Coast Highway (State 1), and on the west by Bay Boulevard and

Los Alamitos Boulevard. The reservation is in the middle of a very

highly developed area. Los Alamitos Naval Air Station is just north of

the station, directly across the San Diego Freeway; the city of Garden

Grove borders on the east, Huntington Beach on the east and south, and

Seal Beach on the south and west. Huntington Harbor, an industrial area

and protected harbor, &nd its industrial canal are imnediately south of

the reservation. The Pacific shoreline is 0.5 to 15 km from the southern

boundary of the reservation. Major oil fields are located 3 to 7 km

west and south of the reservation. Westminster Avenue separates the

northern one-third of the station from the rest of the rebervation.

Administrative facilities are situated in the western sector (Landing

Hill area). An intricate network of railroad spurs services the various

storage areas. The estimated area of the reservation is 1920 hectares
2(19.20 km ). Of these, about 26C hectares are in a tidal marah.

Physiography

35. The U. S. Naval Weapons Station is located in the Los Angeles

Ranges section of the Pacific Border physiographic province. This

physiographic section is characterized by narrow mountain ranges and

broad fault blocks which contain extensive alluviated lowlands and many

subdued ridges, isolated hills or knobs, and groups cf hills. The hills

and ridges subdivide the lowlands into more or less distinct valleys or
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basins. The largest contLuous lowland or "plain' in central-southern

California is the Coastal Plain on which Los Angeles is situated. It

extends along the Pacific Coast from tho Santa Monica Mountains on the

northwest to the San Joaquin Hills on the southeast, a distance of

80 km; its width from the sea back to the Puente Hills varies from 24 km
2

to 32 km. Its area is approximately 2000 km

36. The Coastal Plain is a smooth broad plain that slopes gently

in a southwesterly direction to the Pacific Ocean. The greater part of

this plain, located between Los Angeles and Wilmington and eastward to

the vicinity of Whittier, Yorba Linda, and Santa Ana, consists of lor

alluvial fan deposits and the combined alluvial delta deposits of the

Los Angeles, San Gabriel, and Santa Ana rivers. These are mainly detrital

deposits washed down from the surrounding hills and mountains. Near the

shoreline, the alluvium has been to some extent worked over and redeposited

by wave action. Areas of eroded remnants of older waterlaid deposits

(fluviatile and/or marine) occur as flat topped to rolling mesas in and

around the margins of the coastal plain. The lower and flatter portions

of the plain are poorly drained. The streams of the coastal plain are

actively degrading their mountain courses and aggrading their valley

reaches with great rapidity. The larger streams have more or less

continuous chuxnels reaching to the sea, but all such streams are

interrupted, i. e. their courses consist of alternating dry washes and

flowing water. The lower reaches of the Los Akigeles, Edn Gabrie], and

Santa Ana Rivers have been altered and channelized. Near the coast,

these rivers and their related man-made chanruels, e.g., the Bolsa Chica

Channel, are affected by tidal water levels. Several natural, tidal

marshes originally existed in the stretch of coast from San Pedro southeast

to Newport Bay. Many of these marshes have been filled and reclaimed or

otherwise altered for the development of industrial areas, harbors, and

seaside resorts. A belt of sand b-ach, some of it artificially protected

and maintained, extends from Long Beach to Newport Beach; parts of th..s

belt are subjected to periodic inundationm 4uring high tides and stormy

periods.
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37, The Naval Weapons Station is located in the section of the

Coastal Plain that developed between the San Gabriel and Santa Ana

Rivera. The northern sector of the reservation is mantled by generally

undisturbed coastal plain sediments; the southern sector has been greatly

altered by land fills and other reclamation projects. A relatively

undisturbed tidal marsh covers most of the southwestern section of the

reservation. The topography of this marsh ranges from flat to depressed;

sloughs and estuaries drain the marsh. High tides inundate the marsh

and cause the terrain to be water-logged most of the time. The topography

of the reservation slopes gently to the southwest, from 6 m at the

northeast cor r to sea level at the tidal marsh. Landing Hill, a

nonmarine terrace depodit in the southern part of the western boundary,

has a - -ruographic elevation of 17 m. The average yearly precipitation

at the Los Alamitos Naval Air Station is 250 m. January is the wettest

month, June is the driest. The mean yearly temperature is 16.5*C. The

mean maximum is 22*C; the mean minimum is 10.5*C.

Geology

38. The shoreline throughout this section of coast shows evidence

of recent emergence. Remnants of older shorelines are found along the

present coastline, north and south of Seal Beach. The Seal Beach Fault

trends NW-SE across the reservation and closely parallels the present

shoreline. This fault is part of the Newport-Inglewood Fault Zone, well

known fir the Long Beach earthquake of March 1933. The Seal Beach Fault

cuts across Landing Hill and may have displaced the north-south trend of

the hill. Land reclamation projects and the high industrial development

of this area have distorted the original terrain conditions. Most of

the reservation is mantled by Recent deposits; these include floodplain

deposits, marsh deposits and, in reclaimed areas, artificial fill.

Landing Hill is a Quaternary nonmarine terrace deposit. Major oil

fields and production facilities are located a f-w kilometers west and

south of the reservation. The geology of these fields is directly

related to major faulting in this area.

J
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Sis39. Most of the reservation is covered by clay loars (CL-CR)

and clays (CH) of the Chino soil series. The clay loam is dark-gray or

black, usually high in organic matter and of a smooth silty texture. It

is commonly micaceous and somewhat friable; it tends to puddle when wet

and has a tendency to bake and harden when exposed and dry. Material

similar to the surface soil may extend two or more meters in depth; in

most areas, however, the lower part of the soil profile consists of

brown or grayish-brown to gray layers of material varying from fine sand

to silt and clay. The lighter textured strata are usually of a pronounced

brownish color and are friable and porous. The layers of heavier texture

have a darker color, are more compact, and generally contain small lime

concretions or nodules. In poorly drained areas, the subsoil is mottled

gray, brown, and yellow. In the vicinity of tidal marshes, the subsoil

is a compact gray or drab mottled silty clay or clay, commo'ily high in

marine salts and small marine shells. The Chino clay is generally black

in color and rests upon a rather heavy, compact dark-colored calcareous

subsoil. The organic content of this clay is high and its surface
frequently cracks during dry periods. Shallow, basin-like depressions

with sluggish drainage are common near the coast; a high water table is

characteristic of these areas. The wet and marshy areas contain accuzmulations
of alkali. Two main soil types of the Ramona soil series are found in

the Landing Hill area, a sandy loam (SM-SC) and a clay loam (CL). The

sandy loam is the surface soil on the east-vest trending southern part

of the hill; the surface soil on the northeast-southwest trending northern

part of the hill is clay loam. The sandy loam is brown to reddish-

brown, light to medium textured, and frequently contains small, angular

rock particles that give it a gritty feel. It is underlain by a compact

clay loam which is normally redder than the surface soil and which

becomes hard and flinty where exposed. The clay loam is u8ually encountered

at 25 to 60 cm below the surface. At varying depths, generally about

2 m, the clay loam merges into a more permeable stratum that closely

resembles the surface soil in texture and color. The Ramona clay loam

is a brown to dark-brown, light to heavy micaceous clay losm, 25 to
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50 cm deep. This clay loam is compact and sticky when wet and hard and

flinty when dry. The subsoil is usually redder than the surface soil;

it is more dense and compact and ranges in texture from heavy clay loam

to clay. At a depth of 120 to 150 cm, the soil profile changes to a

stratum that is lighter in color and texture, which frequently contains

stratified fine gravel, and which may be several meters deep.

40. The soils of the tidal marshes vary in texture from sand to

clay. The sand content increases near the ocean. The surface soil

color var!"s from brown or dark-grayish brown to dark gray. Th3 subsoil

also exhibits a considerable vwtiation in texture. In most places, the

subsoil is mottled and contains calcareous nodules and partially decomposed

vegetation. These soils are water-logged most of the ye&r and contain a

considerable amount of salt.

Potential background no ýse sources

41. Cultu, 1 background noi..; sources predominate at the Naval

Weapons Station. a previously stated, the reservation is in the middle

of a hialy developed area. It is surrounded by several highly uvbanized

and industrial areas. Its proxim4 ty to the Huntington Harbor and the

Pacific Ocean makes it very susceptible to marine traffic induced background

noises, especially in the southern sector of the reservation. Oil wells

and pipelines in the reservation, and neaxby oil fields, further increase

the mix of cultural background noises. Int~rmittent air traffic at Los

Alazmitos Naval Air Statirn is a significant contributing factor to the

cultural background noise mix. Heavily traveled highways and boulevards,

e.g., the San Diego Freeway, also contribute to the mix of background

noises.

Data LOllection sites

42. Based on the seismic and acoustic background noise studies

conducted at Barksdale AFB, Fort Hood, and March AFB, on the range of

environmental variation established for military installations in CONUS,

and on a field reconnaissance of the reservation, four sites were selected

at the Naval Weapons Station for field data collection. Table 1 has a

listing of potential background noise sources identified within a given

distance (e.g. 0.5 km) from each field data collection site.

E18
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site 1

43. The topographic map elevation is 1.50 m. The site is located

on the east side of a road in the tidal marsh, near an oil well pump and

sitorage tanks. Three small diameter pipelines run along the east shoulder

of the road. The site is in a tidal marsh developed on the coastal

plain, about 3 km east of the San Gabriel River.

Site 2

44. The topographic map elevation is 2.70 m. The site is located

between two roads and a railroad spur. The site is on the coastal plain

modified by land fill.

Site 3
45. The topographic map elevation is 1.50 m. The site is on the

east side of a road. The site is on a land filled area of the coastal

plain.

Site 4

46. The topographic map elevation is 4.50 m. The site is located

near the northera boundary of the reservation, just south of the San

Diego Freeway. The site is on a relatively undisturbed area of the

coastal plain.
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Table El

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Coordinates of Data Collection

Military Reser-iation Site No. UTM Grid Coordinates

Barksdale AFB, Louisiana 1A 3618, 9672

5 4413, 9830

7 4892, 9625

Fort Hood, Texas 5A 0620, 5204

SA 3106, 4502

9 3401, 4666

March AFB, California 1 7736, 4744

2 7137, 5193

Seal Beach Naval 1. 0006, 3392

Weapons Station, 2 0212, 3404
California 201,30

3 0111, 3324

4 0190, 3725
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APPENDIX F: INDEX OF MEASURED SI(NATURE DATA

1. This appendix presents an index of the measured signature data

collected during this study. The objective of the index is to organize

the data according to the data collection variables defined by area,

site, target type, and travel mode and to relate these variables to the

analog tape numbers and test numbers of the data. Other information

such as sensors used and notable background noise sources are also

presented.
2. Table Fl identifies the measured signature data. Abbreviations

are used to condense the information. For example, under target type,

targets are identified as background noise (B.N.), defined to be signature

sources whose presents or location was not controlled during testing,-

Military vehicles that appear in the table and an associated descrivtion

are tabulated below:

Vehicle Description

M151 ./4-ton truck

M113 Armored personnel carrier

M35 2 1/2-ton truck

M60 Armored tank

Blazer Chevrolet, 4-wheel drive

1600 International dump truti

Van WES, Instrumentation van 20
Aircraft appearing in the table and associated description are tabulated

below:

Aircraft Description

Cobra AH-lG Turbine-powered helicopter

Chinook CH-47C Turbine-powered helicopter

Kiowa OH-58A Turbine-powered helicopter

Lear Jet (240) Two engine, jet-powered aircraft

C130 FQur engine, propeller driven,
turbine-powered aircraft

T-37 Two engine, jet-powered aircraft

B-52 Eight engine, jet-powered aircraf,

KC-135 Four-engine, jet-powered aircraft

Fl
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Multiple targets of a different type, such as an M151 and man, are

identified under the target-type columa by M151/Man.

3. Target-travel mode defines the method of movement of personnel

or the vehicle speed. Methods of movement of personnel are identified

by the symbols C, CR, W, RN denoting creep, crawl, walk, and run, respec-

tively. Several tests may occur having the same vehicle type or personnel

travel mode. This occurs because tests were repeated, different indi-

viduals were used as targets, or different vehicle speeds were run. In

the latter instances the speeds are separated by comnas in the target-

travel mode columnm. When multiple targets are involved, such as Ml5ljMan,

the travel mode is identified in a form like 8, 16, 32/W. Such a format

means that the multiple targets were an M151 and Man. The M151 moved at

speeds of 8, 16, and 32 km/hr while the man walked along the personnel

path.

4. Sensors for the respective tests are identified by abbreviations.

The abbreviations are associated sensor type are tabluated below:

Abbreviation Sensor

V Vertical-sensing geophone

RN Radial-sensing geophone (i.e. in
direction along linear portion of
personnel path, Figure 1)

T Tranverse-sensing geophone (i.e. per-
pendicular to vertical and radial-
sensing geophones)

M Microphone

MC Mileb cable

i4AG Magnetic sensor

Repeated sensor abbreviations mean that more than one sensor of the same

kind (i.e. vertical-sensing geophones, etc.) were used or that signatures

from the same sensor were recorded on different channels (for example,

in the FM recording mode on one channel and the direct recording mode

on another). The field data logs can be used to identify the recording

configuration for repeated sensor abbreviations (Appendix A).
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APPENDIX G: DESCRIPTION OF PREDICTED SIGNATURE DATA

1. The predicted signatures for the personnel travel -odes

creeping, crawling, walking, and running were made for each of the 144

matrix elements (Table 8). Intruder-to-sensor distances were 2 m fot

the man-creeping signatures and 5 m for the man-crawling and man-running

signatures. Man walking signatures were predicted for intruder-to-

sensor distances of 5 and 15 m. In addition, M-35 predictions for an

intruder-to-sensor distance of 75 m were made to provide guidance con-

cerning potential background noise problems.

2. The predicted signatures of the intruder and background noise

sources discussed above were written on 7-track magnetic tapes with a

packing density of 556 bits per in. Each predicted signatures consisted

of two parts: the time domain and frequency domain. Each part (time or

frequency domain) of a predicted signature was preceded by an identifi-

cation line. Examples of the identification lines for intruder and

background noise signatures are presented in Figure Gl. Each tape

contains sets of 144 predicted signatures, a set for each source (travel

mode or, background noise). The tape numbers, components of the ground

motion, order of the data sets (as defined by the source) and the source-

to-sensor distances are tabulated below:

Source-to-
Tape Component of Sensor Distance,

Number Ground Motion Source m

1057 Vertical Man-creeping 2
Man-crawling 5
Man-walking 5
Man-running 5

6038 Radial Man-creeping 2
Man-crawling 5
Man-walking 5
Man-running 5

Vertic&1 Man-walking 15
M35 - Speed- 32 KPH 75

Each set of 144 predicted signatures is separated from the set that

follows by an end of file marker.
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3. As noted in paragraph 2, the predicted signatures conaisted of

two parts: the time domain and frequency domain. The time domain

consists of 1024 amplitude values of the particle velocity of the ground

motion; the time increment between adjacent amplitude values is 0.000667 sec.

The frequency domain signal consists of 129 values. The freqeuncy

increment between adjs'cent valuen is 1.4648 Hz. The data on the tapes

for each predicted signature are described in Table G1. The identification

lines and amplitude values for the time and frequency domains are organized

according to record numbers. The record numbers, mode/format, units,

and their respective descriptions are presented in Table G1.
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Table Gl

Description of Data for Each Predicted Signature

Tape Track 7 Tape Density 556

Record
No. Mode/Format Units Description

1 Floating/113A Alphanumeric Identification of predicted
characters signature

2-172 Floating/6E12.4 10-3 x cm/sec Amplitude of time domain
signal 1024 particle
velocity values. Time
spacing - 1/1500 sec

173 Floating/113A Alphanumeric Identification of predicted
characters signature

174-196 Floating/6E12.4 10-3 x cm/sec Amplitude of frequency domain
signal 129 particle
velocity values. Frequency
spacing - 1500/1024 Hz
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In accordance with letter from DAEN-RDC, DAEN-ASI dated
22 July 1977, Subject: Facsimile Catalog Cards for
Laboratory Technical Publications, a facsimile catalog
card in Library of Congress MARC format is reproduced
below.

Cress, Daniel H
Terrain considerations and data base development for the

deaign and testing of devices to detect intruder-induced
ground motion / by D. H. Cress. Vicksburg, Miss. : U. S.
Waterways Experiment Station ; Springfield, Va. : available
from National Technical Information Service, 1978.

66, cl531 p. : '11. ; 27 cm. (Technical report - U. S.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station ; M-78-1)

Prepared for Air Force Systems Command, Hanscom Air Force
Base, Mass., under Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request
No. 7700016, Project title: "Terrain Target Analysis."

References: p. 65-66.

1. Data collections. 2. Ground motion. 3. Mathematical models.
4. Pattern recognition. 5. Seismic sensors. 6. Tprrai:: analy-
sis. I. United States. Air Force. Systems Commad. I1. Series:
United States. Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.
Technical report ; M-78-1.
TA7.W34 no.M-78-1
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